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 RÉSUMÉ 
Le thème principale de cette thèse est l'étude des métriques presque-kahlériennes extrémales 
compatibles sur une variété symplectique compacte. 
Nous allons généraliser les notions d'invariant de Futaki et du champ de vecteurs extrémal 
sur une variété kahlérienne compacte au cas presque-kahlérien. Nous allons montrer la périodicité 
du champ de vecteurs extrémal quand la forme symplectique représente une classe cohomolo­
gique entière modulo torsion. 
Nous donnerons une formule explicite de la courbure scalaire hermitienne en coordonnées 
de  Darboux. Ceci nous  permettra, en dimension 4,  de  construire des exemples de  métriques 
strictement presque-kahlériennes qui satisfont l'égalité dans les estimations de LeBrun. 
Nous  allons  étudier la  stabilité sous déformations des  métriques presque-kahlériennes 
extrémales en dimension 4.  Étant donné un  chemin lisse de  métriques presque-kahlériennes 
compatibles avec une forme symplectique fixe, tel que au temps zéro la métrique est kahlérienne 
et extrémale, nous prouverons, pour un temps assez petit et sous une certaine condition, l'exis­
tence d'une famille de métriques presque-kahlériennes extrémales, compatibles avec la même 
forme  symplectique, telle que chaque structure presque-complexe induite est difféomorphe à 
celle induite par le chemin. En particulier, le difféomoprhisme est l'identité au temps zéro. 
Sur une  variété torique,  nous  allons  discuter de  l'unicité et la  stabilité des  métriques 
presque-kahlériennes extrémales invariantes par un tore dans l'orbite 'complexifié' par l'action 
du groupe des hamiltoniens. ABSTRACT 
The principal subject of this thesis is  the study of compatible extremal almost-Kahler 
metrics on a symplectic compact manifold. 
We generalize the  notions  of Futaki  invariant and  extremal vector field  of a compact 
Kahler manifold to  the general almost-Kahler case and  show the periodicity of the extremal 
vector field when the symplectic form represents an integral cohomology class modulo torsion. 
We also give an  explicit formula for  the hennitian scalar curvature in  Darboux coordinates, 
which allows us to obtain examples of non-integrable extremal almost-Kahler metrics saturating 
LeBrun's estimates. 
Given a path of almost-Kahler metrics compatible with  a fixed  symplectic form  on a 
compact 4-manifold, such that at time zero the almost-Kahler metric is an extremal Kahler one, 
we prove, for a short time and under a certain hypothesis, the existence of a smooth family of 
extremal almost-Kahler metrics compatible with the same symplectic form, such that at each 
time the induced almost-complex structure is diffeomorphic to the one induced by the path. 
On a toric ~ymplectic manifold, we discuss theuniqueness and stability under deforma­
-tions of compatible extremal almost-Kiihler metrics invariant by  the torus in  the  'complexified 
orbit' of the action of the hamiltonian group. INTRODUCTION 
The central subject of this  thesis is  the  study of compatible riemannian  metrics on  a  given 
compact symplectic manifold (M,w) of dimension 2n.  Donladson [15]  showed how one can 
use a (formai) framework of the GIT [20] in order to define natural representatives in the space 
AKw of ail compatible almost-Kahler metrics on (M, w), which we call extremal almost-Kahler 
metrics. 
Motivated by straightforward analogy with the theory of the extremal Kahler metrics introduced 
by Calabi [11], we are interested in differential-geometric properties of non-integrable extremal 
almost-Kahler metrics, their existence and uniqueness, stability under deformations, etc. 
Recall that an  almost-complex structure J  is  compatible with w  if the  tensor field  gC,·) 
w(', J.) defines a Riemannian metric on M; in this case, (J, g) is referred to as an w-compatible 
almost-Kahler metric on  (M,w).  Any such metric defines,  in  a canonical way,  a hermitian 
connection \l on the complex tangent bundle (T(M), J, g).  Taking trace and contracting the 
curvature of \l by w, one obtains the hermitian scalar curvature s\7  of (J, g). 
It is  well-known  [15,  21]  that the space of ail  w-compatible  almost-Kahler structures,  here 
denoted  by  AKw ,  is  a  contractible Fréchet manifold endowed  with  a  formai  Kahler struc­
ture.  The infinite dimensional group Ham(M, w)  of hamiltonian symplectomorphisms natu­
rally acts on AKw  and a crucial observation of Donaldson [15]  (generalizing [21]  to  the non­
integrable almost-Kahler case) is that this action is hamiltonian with moment map J.L  : AK w  --t 
(Lie(Ham(M, w))* given by J.LJ(J)  = J MS\7 f~7 )where f is any smooth function with zero in­
tegral on M, viewed also as an element of the Lie algebra of Ham(M, w).  As already observed 
in  [8],  this  interpretation of s\7  immediately implies that the critical points of the functional 
J  f--+ J M  (s\7) 2  ~7  over AKw are the almost-Kahler metrics for which the symplectic gradient 
of the hermitian scalar curvature is an infinitesimal isometry of the almost-complex structure J. 
We refer to the almost-Kahler metrics verifying the above condition as extremal almost-Kahler 2 
metrics.  In particular, extremal Kahler metrics in the sense of Calabi [11]  and almost-Kahler 
metrics with constant hermitian scalar curvature are extremal. 
The above formai picture, restricted to the subspace of diffeomorphic integrable w-compatible 
almost-Kahler structures, gives many insights in  the theory of extremal Kahler metrics, where 
the leading conjectures are derived by a considerable scope of analogy with the well-established 
GIT in  the finite dimensional case [20].  It also suggests that extremal almost-Kahler metrics 
would provide a natural extension ofthe theory ofextremal Kahler metrics to the non-integrable 
case.  In fact,  this link has already become explicit in the toric case [16], where the existence 
of an  extremal Kahler metric is  conjecturally equivalent to  the existence of (infinitely many) 
non-integrable extremal almost-Kahler metrics; this link was also used in [6] to find  an explicit 
criterion to test K-stability (and therefore (non) existence of extremal Kahler metrics) on pro­
jective plane bundles over a curve and construct explicit examples of extremal almost-Kahler 
metrics.  Besides the now appealing motivation, a systematic study of extremal almost-Kahler 
metric is still to come (see however [8, 31]). 
The GIT. formai picture suggests the existence and the·uniqueness of an extremal almost-Kahler 
metric, modulo the action of Ham(M, w),  in  each 'stable complexified' orbit of the action of 
Ham( M, w).  However,  in  this formai infinite dimensional setting, a natural complexification 
of Ham(M, w)  does not exist.  When Hl  (M, lR.)  =  0,  an identification of the 'complexified' 
orbit of a Kahler metric (J, g)  E  AKw  is given  by  considering ail  Kahler metrics  (J, g)  in 
the Kahler c1ass  [w]  and applying Moser's Lemma [15].  In this setting, Fujiki-Schumacher 
[22]  and  LeBrun-Simanca [36]  showed,  in  the  abscence of holomorphic vector fileds,  that 
the existence of an  extremal Kahler metric is  an open condition on  the space of such orbits. 
Moreover, Apostolov-Calderbank-Gauduchon-Friedman [6]  generalized this result  by  fixing 
a maximal torus T in the reduced automorphism group of (Nf, J)  and considering T -invariant 
w-compatible Kahler metrics.  In general, for an almost-Kahler metric, a description of these 
'complexified' orbits is not avaible, see however [16] and chapter 4 for the toric case. Neverthe­
less, the formai picture suggests that the existence of an extremal Kahler metric should persist 
for smooth almost-Kahler metrics close to an extremal one. 
In chapter 1,  we introduce the necessary background of almost-Kahler geometry with special 3 
attention to holomorphie  veetor fields  on almost-Kahler manifolds.  In  particular,  we obtain 
Bochner formulae involving the hermitian Ricci  form  p\7  and  the so-caHed  *-Ricci form  p* 
and  derive sorne vanishing results.  We emphasise the importance of the canonical hermitian 
connection which induces a Cauchy-Riemann operator on T l ,O(M).  We  shaH  compute the 
momentum map of a hamiltonian SI-action with respect to  the hermitian Ricci form p\7. We 
give also an alternative proof to the known result that, on a compact symplectic manifold (M, w) 
satisfying the hard Lefschetz condition, a symplectic SI-action is  hamiltonian if and only if it 
has fixed points. 
In  chapter 2,  we generalize the notion of the Futaki invariant and extremal vector field  to  the 
general almost-Kahler case.  This amounts to  the observation that fixing  a compact subgroup 
G c  Ham(M,w)  and considering G-invariant w-compatible almost-Kahler structures (g, J), 
the L2-projection of the herrrùtian scalar curvature to  the finite dimensional space of hamilto­
nians of elements of Lie(G) is independent of (g, J).  This fact, which easily follows from the 
formaI picture described above and which is certainly known to experts (see e.g. [6,25]), is es­
tablished by a direct argument. By taking G be a maximal torus Tc Ham(M, w), we show that 
the projection of the  hermitian scalar curvature of any T-invariant compatible almost-Kahler 
metric defines a Killing potential, zZ;,  which must coincide with the hermitian scalar curvature 
of any T-invariant extremal almost-Kahler mettic (should  it exist).  We calI  the  vector field 
Z! =  gradwzZ; the extremal veetorfield relative to T. Its non-vanishing is an obstruction to the 
existence of T -invariant almost-Kahler metrics of constant hermitian scalar curvature.  Noting 
that Z! doesn't change under aT-invariant isotopy of w, it naturally generalizes the extremal 
vector field introduced [23] in the Kahler context.  We prove the periodicity of Z! when  [~] 
is integral modulo torsion.This extends the corresponding result in the Kahler case [44], but we 
need to adapt the 'symplectic' approach of [24] which relies on the localization formula [19]. 
So, we claim the following 
Theorem.  Assume that  [~]  is integral modulo torsion.  Then,  there exist a positive integer 1/ 
sueh that exp(27rI/ZZ;)  =  1.
 
Still in chapter 2,  we give an explicit (local) formula of the hermitian scalar curvature in  Dar­

boux coordinates which allows us to recast the expressions of the herrrùtian Ricci form and the
 4 
scalar curvature in the toric case [l, 16]. We then specialise to the 4-dimensional case and con­
struct infinite dimensional families of non-integrable extremal almost-Kahler metrics by using 
local toric symmetry; this allows us  to obtain examples of non-integrable Helmitian-Einstein 
almost-Kahler metrics saturating LeBrun's estimates [35]. 
In chapter 3, we consider the 4-dimensional case where one can introduce a notion of almost-
Kahler potential related to the one defined by Weinkove [50, 51].  In the spirit of [22, 36], we 
then apply the Banach Implicit Function Theorem in  order to construct a path of extremal T­
invariant w-compatible al most-Kahler metrics, where T c Ham(M, w)  is a maximal toms. The 
main technical problem is the regularity of a family of Green operators involved in the definition 
of the al most-Kahler potential.  Using a Kodaira-Spencer result (33, 34], one can resolve this 
problem if we suppose that the dimension of gt-harmonic Jranti-invariant 2-forms, denoted by 
hJt  (see [18]), satisfies the condition hJt  = b+(M) - I for t  E  (-E, E)  along the path  = hJo 
(Jt, gt)  E AK!; in the space of T-invariant w-compatible almost-Kahler metrics. So, we claim 
the following 
Theorem. Let (M-, w) be a 4-diniensional compact symplectic manifold and T a maximal torus 
in Ham(M,w).  Let (Jt,gt) be any smoothfamily ofalmost-Kahlermetrics in AK! such that 
(Jo, go)  is an extremal Kahler metric.  Suppose that hJt  = = b+(M) - Ifor tE (-E, E). hJo 
Then,  there exists a smoothfamily (Jt , tJt)  of  extremal almost-Kahler metrics in AK!, defined 
for sufficiently small t,  with (Jo, go)  = (Jo, go)  and such that Jt  is equivariantly diffeomorphic 
to Jt . 
The condition hJt  = hJo  = b+ (M) - I for t  E (-E, E)  is satisified in the following cases:  when 
Jt  are integrable almost-complex structures for each t, by a well-known result of Kodaira (see 
[33,34]), and when b+(M) = Iso hJt  = 0 for each t.  The latter condition is  satisfied when 
(M,w) admits a non trivial tolUS  in Ham(M\é')) [29]. 
Kim and Sung [3]] showed that, in any dimension, if one starts with a Kahler metric of con­
stant scalar curvature with no holomorphie vector fields, one can construct infinite dimensional 
families of almost-Kahler metrics of constant hermitian scalar curvature which concide with the 
initial metric away from an open set.  Similar existence result are presented in this thesis when 5 
the initial Kahler metric is locally toric. 
In chapter 4, we discuss sorne avenues for further research.  In particular, in the toric case, we 
discuss the uniqueness and the stability of extremal almost-Kahler metrics invariant by the toms 
in the 'complexified' orbit for the action ofHam(M, w).  We speculate how to prave an analogue 
of the above Theorem when the initial almost-Kahler metric (Jo, go)  is Hermitian-Einstein. Chapter 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1  Almost-Kahler metrics 
An almost-Kiihler metric on a  2n-dimensional symplectic manifold (M, w)  is  induced by an 
almost-complex structure J which is w-compatible in the sense that the tensor field 
g(-,.) =  w(-, J.) 
is  symmetric and positive definite and thus  it defines a Riemannian f!letric  on .M.  The fact 
that the tensor field 9 is  symmetric implies that w is  J-invariant  i.e.  w(J·, J.)  =  W(-,  -).  If, 
additionally, the almost complex structure J is integrable,  then we have a Kahler metric on M. 
By the Newlander-Nirenberg theorem [43], the almost-complex structure J is  integrable if and 
only if the Nijenhuis tensor N 
4N(X, Y) =  [J X, JY] - [X, Y]  - J [J X, Y]  - J [X, JY] 
is identically zero; here [', .]  stands for the Lie bracket. The Nijenhuis tensor may be expressed 
also as 
4N(X, Y) =  J(D~J)X  - J(D~J)Y - (DjyJ)X + (DjxJ)Y,  (1.1) 
where Dg is the Levi-Civita conn  tion with r  ect to the metric 9 and X, Y  are vector fields 
on Nf. We deduce from (1.1) that Dg J = 0 implies that the Nijenhuis tensor vanishes. 
Moreover, J is integrable if and only if f-Jx J = J f-x J for any vector field X, where f- stands 
for the Lie derivative. Indeed, a direct computation shows that 
f-JxJ - Jf-xJ =  4N(X, .).  (1.2) 7 
The complexified tangent bundle splits as 
T(M) 0 C =  T1,o(M) EB TO,l(M), 
where T1,O(M)  (resp. TO,l(M)) corresponds to the eigenvalue A  (resp.  -yCI) under the 
C-linear action of J.  The complex vector bundle (T(M), J) is identified with T1,O(M)  via the 
map X  f---7  X1,o =  ~  (X - yCIJX) (resp. X°,l =  ~  (X + yCIJX)). The almost-complex 
structure J also induces a decomposition of the complexified cotangent bundle 
where 1\l,O(M)  (resp.  1\o,l(M)) is  the annihilator ofTO,l(M) (resp.  Tl,O(M)).  The almost­
complex structure J acts on the cotangent bundle T*(M) by (la) (X) =  -a(JX). This action 
is extended to any section 'lj; of the vector bundle 1\P(M) of  (real) p-forms by J'lj;(Xl, ... ,Xp)  = 
(-1)P'lj;(JX1, .. · ,JXp ). 
Any section 'lj; of 02T*(M) (and therefore ofT*(M) 0T(M) which is identified to 0 2T*(M) 
via the metric) admits an orthogonal splitting 'lj;  = 'lj;J,+ + 'lj;J,-, where 'lj;J,+  is the J-invariant 
part and 'lj;J,- is the J-anti-invariant part, given by 
J+  1  J _ 1 
'lj;  C,·)  = 2('lj;(-,.) + 'lj;(J., J.))  and'lj;'  C,·)  = 2('lj;C,·) - 'lj;(J., J.)) . 
In particular, the bundle of 2-forms decomposes under the action of J 
1\2(M) =  IR;. w EB 1\t,+ (M) EB 1\J,-(M),  (1.3) 
where 1\t'+ (M) is the subbundle of the primitive J -invariant 2-forms (i.e.  2-forrns pointwise 
orthogonal to w) and 1\J,-(M) is  the subbun~le of J-anti-invariant 2-forms.  Hence, the sub­
bundle of primitive 2-forrns 1\Ô(M) admits the splitting 
The fact that w is closed implies the following identities (see [32]) 
g((D~J)Y, Z) +  g((D~J)Z, X) +  g((D~J)X, Y)  =  0,  (l.4) 8 
(D~w)  (Y, Z) =  29 (JX, N(Y, Z)),  (1.5) 
where D9  is  the Levi-Civita connection with respect to the Riemannian mettic 9  and X, Y, Z 
are any vector fields. Since N  is a J-anti-invariant 2-form with values in T(M), it follows from 
(1.5) that 
( 1.6) 
Moreover, we readily deduce from the relation (1.5) that the Nijenhuis tensor is identically zero 
if and only if w (or equivalently J) is D9-parallel. 
The codifferential 59  stands for the formai adjoint of D9 with respect to the metric 9 when it 
is  applied to sections of 0PT*(M). More explicitely, 09  acts on any section 7j;  of 0 PT*(M) in 
the following way 
where {ed is  a local orthonormal frame.  In particular, 09  is  the formai adjoint of the extetior 
derivative d when it is applied to p-forms. From the relation (1.6), it follows that the symplectic 
form w is  59-c!osed i.e.59w  =  0 andthus 9"hannonic i.e.  6,9w  =  0, where 6,9 := o9d + do9 
is the (Riemannian) Laplacian operator acting on p-forms. On any 2-form 7j;,  the operators 6,9 
and the Rough Laplacian (D* D)9 := 59 D9 are related by the following Weintzenbdck-Bochner 
formula (see e.g. [8,  \0,25]) 
(r9(if.,.) - r9C, if.)) - R9(7j;)  (1.7) 
2(n - 1)  9(  n - 2 ( .9(  )  9
n(2n _  1) s97j; - 2W  7j;) + n _  1  r 0  if·"  - roc' if·)) ,(1.8) 
where R9 stands for the Riemannian curvature operator, r 9 for the Ricci tensor defined as  the 
trace of R9,  s9  for the (Riemannian) scalar curvature defined as the trace of r9, rg  = r9 - ~ 9 
for the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor, W9 for the Weyl tensor and if for the skew-symmetric 
endomorphism defined hy g(IJ!.,.)  = 'if{, l 
From the extetior detivative d,  we can define the twisted exterior differential d
C  =  (-l)P  JdJ 
acting on p-forms (in particular d
C f  =  Jdf for a smooth function  j).  A direct computation 
shows the following relation for any smooth function f (see e.g.  [25]) 
(1.9) 9 
It fol1ows that the almost-complex structure J is integrable if and only if d and d
C anticommute. 
We denote by Aw  the contraction by the symplectic form w, defined for a p-form 'Ij; by Aw ( 'Ij;)  = 
! L;21 'Ij; (ei, J ei, ... ), where  {ed  is  a local  J -adapted  orhonormal frame.  As  noticed  by 
Gauduchon [25] and Merkulov [41], the commutator of Aw  and dis equal to 
(1.10) 
where flc  =  (-l)P  Jfl9 J is the twisted codifferential acting on p-forms; here fl9  is the the formaI 
adjoint of d with  respect to  the  metric g.  The operator Aw  commutes with  J, so  the  relation 
(1.10) implies 
(1.1 1) 
It follows from (1.11) that on any almost-Kiihler manifold we have [25] 
(1.12) 
The (Riemannian) Hodge operator *9  :  AP(M)  ----;  A2n-P(M)  is  defined  to  be  the  unique 
isomorphism such that 'lj;l  /\ (*9 'lj;2)  =  g('lj;1, 'lj;2)  ":t7,  for any p-forms 'lj;1, 'lj;2. Then, the cod if­
ferential fl9, defined as the formaI adjoint of the exterior derivative d with respect to g, is related 
to d by the relation [10, 25] 
fl9  = - *9 d *9 . 
It follows that 
d = *9 fl9  *9 .  (1.13) 
1.1.1  The herrnitian connection 
Let  (M, w)  be  a symplectic manifold  and  (J, g)  an w-compatible almost-Kiihler metric.  The 
canonical hermitian connection \l  corresponding to J on the complex tangent bundle (T(M), J, g) 
is defined by (see e.g.  [26, 39]) 
\lx  y =  D9 Y - ~ J (D 9 J) Y  x  2  X ' 10 
where X, Y are vector fields on M. The connection \J preserves J and 9 (i.e.  \JJ = \J9 = 0) 
and its torsion T'V, defined by T'J,y =  \JX Y - \JyX - [X, Y], is  J-anti-invariant. It also in­
duces the Cauchy-Riemann operator 3 on Tl,O(M) (see [25]), where we recall (3yl,0)(XO,l)  := 
[XO,l, yl,O] l,0. Indeed, 
Proposition 1.1  For any vector fields X, Y on M 
Proof. Using the above defintion of \J and the relation (1.6), we have 
n  yl,O  - Dg  yl,O _  ~J (Dg  J) yl,O
v XO,l  - XO,l  2  XO,l 
=  ~D~+AJX  (Y - J=IJY) - ~J  (D~+AJXJ)  (Y - J=IJY) 
- _  1 (  9 9  ( )  1  11( 1  DJxY-Dx(JY) 9 +4  v - 9  ) 4 DxY+DJX  JY)
 
=  ~  (Id - PJ)  (D~Y + Djx(JY)).
 
On the ether hand, 
[Xo,l, yl,O] 1,0  =  ~  [X + PJX,  y  _ J=IJY]  1,0 
= 8
1 
(Id - J=IJ) [X + J=IJX, Y - J=IJY] 
=  ~  (Id - J=IJ) ([X, Y] + [JX, JY] + J [lX, Y]  - J [X, JY]) 
=  ~  (Id - J=IJ) (D~Y - D~X + Djx(JY) - Djy(JX) 
+ JDjxY - JD~(JX)  - JD~(JY) + JDjyX)
 
=  ~  (Id - J=IJ) (D~Y - D~X + Djx(JY) + J(D~J)X  - J(DjyX)
 
+ JD)xY + D~X - J(D~J)X + D~Y + (D}x.l)Y + JDjyX) 
=  ~  (Id - J=IJ)  (D~ Y + Djx (JY)) . 
The proposition follows. 0 11 
1.1.2  Ricci forms 
Denote by  R\l the curvature of the  canonical herrnitian connection  \7.  Then,  the hermitian 
Ricci form p\l is the trace of R~,y viewed as an anti-herrnitian linear operator of (T( M), l, 9), 
i.e. 
Hence, the 2-forrn p\l is a closed (real) 2-forrn and it is a deRham representative of 21TCl (T( M), J) 
in H2 (M, JR),  where Cl (T(M), J) is  the tirst (real) Chem class. Moreover, Hp\l is the cur­
vature of the induced herrnitian connection on the anti-canonical bundle KJ
1 (M) = An,O(M) 
(equipped with the herrnitian structure induced by 9). 
The fol1owing  useful  observation  appears  in  [49,  50]  and  was  communicated  to  me  by  T. 
Draghici 
Lemma 1.2  Suppose  that w  and ware  symplectic forms compatible  with  the  same almost­
n camplex structure land satisfy w =  eFwn for some smooth real-valuedfunction F  on M, 
then 
(1.14) 
where p\l is the hermitian Ricciform ofthe almost-Kahler metric (.1, g) (here g(-, .)  =  wC J.) 
is the induced Riemannian metric). 
Proof. Let h (resp h) and  \7  (resp  \7)  be  the  induced hermitian inner product and  hermitian 
connection on KJ
1 (M)  =  An,O(M)  by  the almost-Kiihler structure (w, l,  g)  (resp.  (w, l,  9)) 
Then, there exists acomplex-valued I-form ex such that t'xW = \7 xW +ex(X)w for any smooth 
section W of K J
1 (M).  Proposition 1.1  implies that ex(XO,l)  ==  0 and thus  ex  = ç+ Hlç, 
where ç is  a real-valued  I-form.  As  the  connections  \7  and  \7  are  hermitian,  we  have  the 
following two equalities 
h(t'xw,w)  X.lwl~  - h(W, t'xw)  (LIS) 
h(\7X w, \[1)  X.I\[II~ - h(w, \7 xw).  (1.16) 12 
- (\[1 A'ÎJ)
Note that up to a constant h(1J!, 1J!)  = ~ = e-F h(1J!, 1J!).  The equality (1.15) becomes 
where ex(X)  is  the complex conjugate of ex(X).  Using (1.16), we simplify the latter equality 
and we obtain 
e-F (ex(X) + ex(X))  =  X(e-F ). 
This implies that 2ç = d(log(e- F )) = -dF  and hence ex = ç+RJç =  ~  (-dF - HJdF). 
The lemma follows.  0 
We consider also p*  =  R(w), the image of the symplectic form w by the (Riemannian) curvature 
operator R.  The 2-form p*  is calied the *-Ricci Jarm.  We have the following relation between 
these Ricci-type tensors (see [8]) 
1
p\l (X, Y)  =  p*(X, Y)  - 4tr(JD~J  0  D~J).  (1.17) 
In the Kahler case (i.e.  when Dgw = Dg J = 0),  we readily deduce from the relation (1.17) 
that p\1  = p*  = p, where p is the usual Ricci form defined by pc,.) = r9 (J., .), where T9 is the 
Ricci tenso..r.  Note that neither p\l  nor p*  is  J-invariant in geheràl. In fact, by (1.17) and (1.6), 
p\1  is J-invariant if and only if p*  is. 
From the Weitzenbbck-Bochner formula (1.7), we deduce the following relation between p* 
and the (Riemannian) Ricci tensor r  (see [8]) 
2p*(X, Y)  =  (r9(JX, Y) - r9(X, JY)) + ((D* D)9w) (X, Y). 
Hence, p\1  is J-invariant if and only if (D* D)9w is. 
1.1.3  The decomposition of the curvature in dimension 4 
In dimension 2n =  4, the bundle of 2-forms decomposes as 
where A±(M) correspond to the eigenvalue (±1) under the action of the (Riemannian) Hodge 
operator *g. This decomposition is related to the splitting (1.3) as follows 
(1.18) 13 
The (Riemannian) eurvature R9,  viewed as a (symmetrie) linear map of !\2(M), deeomposes 
as follows 
w+ + ~Idlf\+(M)  ~ralf\-(M)  )
R9  = 
(  ~ralf\+(M)  w- + ~Idlf\-(M) 
where W± are symmetrie trace-free endomorphism of A± (M) respeetively acting trivially on 
A"f' (M) and ra is the (symmetrie) operator defined on A2 (M) as ra(X !\ Y)  = rg (X, .) !\ Y + 
X  !\ rg(y, .);  here rg  =  rg - ~g  is  the trace-free part of the Ricci tensor rg and  8 g is  the 
Riemannian sealar eurvature (for more details see [5]).  The tensor W+ (resp.  W-) is ealled 
the selfdual Weyl tensor (resp. anti-selfdual Weyl tensor) . 
1.2  Holomorphie vectors fields on an almost-Kahler manifold 
In  this  section,  we  study  (pseudo-)holomorphie veetor fields  on  an  almost-Kahler manifold 
(M  2n, w, l, g).  A (real) veetor field  X  is said  holomorphie if f:.x 1  = 0, where f:.  denotes the 
Lie derivative.  It  is  equivalent to  say that [X, lY] =  1 [X, Y]  for any veetor field  Y.  Sinee 
f:.[x'y] = [f:.x, f:.y], the spaee of holomorphie veetor fields is a Lie algebra. 
When 1 is  integrable, we readily infer from (1.2) that X  is  holomorphie if and only if lX is 
holomorphie.  Henee, the spaee of holomorphie veetor fields  is  a eomplex Lie algebra.  More­
over,  when M  is compact, it is a finite  dimensional spaee.  Indeed, the spaee of holomorphie 
veetor fields are the kemel of the (elliptie) Cauchy-Riemann operator.  Furthemore, X  is holo­
morphie if and only X1,o  =  ~  (X - HlX) is holomorphie as a section of the veetor bundle 
T1,O(M)  i.e.  the eomponents of X1,o are holomorphie funetions. 
Lemma 1.3  On an almost-Kahler manifold (M  2n , w, l, g),  X  is a holomorphie veetor field if 
and only if 
(Dg X)J,- - _~D9  1  0.19) - 2  JX  . 
Proof.  For any  veetor field  X, we have  f:.xl  =  D~l  - [Dgx, l].  In  partieular,  if X  is 
holomorphie then  D~l  =  [DgX, J].  On the  other hand 1 [D9X, l]  =  2(DgX)J,-.  The 
equality (1.19) followns from (1.6).  D 
Note that, when lis integrable, (Dg X)J,- =  0, so Dg X  is l-anti-invariant. 14 
Corollary 1.4  Let X  be a holomorphic vector field on almost-Kiihler manifold (M2n , w, J, g)
 
and 0' =  XOg  the dual ofX  with respect to the metric g.  Then,  we have
 
5959 (D9 0') J,- 0,	  (1.20) 
O.	  (1.21) 
Proof. By Lemma 1.3,  (D9 0')J,- is  anti-symmetric and  hence we obtain (l.20).  Since X  is
 
holomorphie, a direct computation shows that ..cxw is a J-invariant 2-form.  Indeed, for any
 
vector fields Y, Z
 
(..cxw) (JY, JZ)	  X.(w(JY, JZ)) - w(..cx(JY), JZ) - w(JY, ..cx(JZ)) 
X.(w(Y,Z)) -w(J..cxY,JZ) -w(JY,J..cxZ) 
(..cxw) (Y, Z). 
This means that dJ0' is  J-invariant. The equation (1.21) follows.  0 
When 0' =  df for sorne smooth function f, the equation (l.20) becomes 5959 (D9df)J,- =  O. 
- When M  is  compa~t,  this is  equivalent  t~ 'the equation (D9df)l'- = O.  In  the  Kahler case, 
this  implies that gradwf =  Jgrad f  is  a hamiltonian Killing vector field._  We  deduce then 
that, on  a compact Kahler manifold, the kernel of the so-called Lichnerowicz operator LU) = 
-25959 (D9 df) J,- consists of the hamiltonian Killing vector fileds potentials (for more details 
see (10, 25]). 
When J  is  integrable, using the known ddc-Lemma [10, 25], the equation (l.21) implies that
 
the Hodge decomposition of the dual 0' =  XOg  of a holomorphie vector field  X  via the metric
 
gis given by
 
where aH is ag-harmonie I-form and f, 9 smooth functions on lVf. 
Lemma 1.5  Let X be a holomorphic vectorfield on a compact almost-Kiihler manifold (M2n , w, J, g) 
and 0'  =  XOg  the dual ofX  with respect to the metric g.  Then, the following three statements 
are equivalent: 15 
J.  X  is Dg -paraUel i. e.  Dg X  = o. 
2.  a is g-harmonic. 
Proof. In the proof, we use the fact that for any I-forrn çwhich verifies dç  =  0, we have by a 
direct computation that 
(1.22) 
where ~g  stands for ,the isomorphism between T*(M) and T(M) induced by g-l. 
The statement (1)  implies obvious1y (2).  Now,  we claim that (2)  implies (1).  Indeed, since 
da  =  0,  Dg X  is  symmetric and thus  (Dg X)J,- is.  But by hypothesis X  is  holomorphie, so 
by Lemma 1.3 (DgX)J,- is  anti-symmetric and hence (DgX)J,- = D~J = O.  On the other 
hand,  using (1.11),  (1.21)  and  the fact  that oga  =  0,  we obtain ogdJa  =  -dC(dJa,w)  = 
-dcog(w(.JX, .))  = dC 09a = O.  This imp1ies that dJa = O.  From the above arguments and 
(1.22), we conclude that (Dg a )J,+ = 0 and the claim follows. 
Let show that (1)  implies (3).  The vector field  X  is  parallel so da  =  0 and  (Dg X)J,- = 
-!D}xJ = O.  Thus, using (1.19) and  (1.22), we obtain that dCa = D~w = O.  We daim also 
that (3) implies (1).  Indeed, da = cfa = 0 implies by (1.22) that Dxw =  -2(D9ç)~'.~  = O.  , 
But X  isholomorphic and  thus (D9X)J,- =  -!D}xJ =  O.  Consequently, (D9X)J,- = 
(D9 X)J,+ =  0 so the claim follows,  0 
Remark. The statement (3) implies (2) without the assumption that X  is holomorphie, Indeed, 
if we suppose that dC a  = 0,  then by  the relation (1.11) we have 09a  =  [Aw , dC]  a  = O.  The 
question now is: does (2) implies (3) without the hypothesis that X  is holomorphie? The answer 
is  positive in the Kahler case (see [25]).  Indeed, when the almost-complex J is integrable then 
6 g = 6 c, where 6 C is the twisted Laplace operator defined by 6  C = oCdc +dCoc. This follows 
from (1.10), (1.11) and the fact that ddc+dCd = 0 (since J is integrable). So, 6 ca = 6 9a = 0 
and thus dCa  =  O.  We conclude that,  on any compact complex manifold (M, J), the space of 
g-harmonic I-forrns is  independant of the Kahler metric and closed under the action of .J. 16
 
In  the general almost-Kahler case, we have 6.9 - 6.c  =  [i\w, (ddC+ dCd)]  . The operators 6.9 
and 6.C  have the same principal symbol, 50  the difference is  of order less than 2.  Indeed, the 
operator ddc + dCd is essentially given by the Nijenhuis tensor (recall the relation (1.9)). 
Lemma 1.6  Let a be a I-form.  We have 
2n 
59(D9 a )J,+ - 59(D9 a)J,- =  p*  (a~g, J.) - I)Djeia ) ((D~J)(-)), 
i=l 
where {ed is a local J-adapted orhonormal frame,  59  the formal adjoint of the Levi-Civita 
conneetion D9  with respect to the metric g. 
2n 
Proof. By using the fact that 69J = - L:=  (D~iJ)  (ei) = 0, we have 
i=l 
2n 
(59(D9 a )J,+ - 5 9(D9 a )J,-) (X) = - LD~i  ((D9 a)J,+  - (D9 a )J,-) (ei,X) 
i=l 
2n 
= - L  [D~i  [(Dje;a)(JX)] - (Dbli(Jei/})(JX) - (Djeia)(JD~iX)] 
i=l 
- (Djeia)(JD~iX)] 
= -f  [(D~;(D)e;a))(JX)  - (Dbgi(Jei)a)(JX) 
t=l 
+ (D)eia)((D~J)(X))] 
2n  2n 
= - L(D~i,Jeia)(JX)  - L(Dje;a)((D~J)(X)) 
i=l  i=l 
1  2n  2n 
= 2L(Rei,Jeia)(JX) - L(Djeia) ((D~J)(X)) 
i=l  i=l 
2n 
= P~~g.JX  - I:(Dt,rt)((D~  J)(X)). 
i=l 
C  Hary 1.7  Let a  be a I-form such that X  = a"g  is holomorphie veetorfield.  Then 17
 
Proof. Combining Lemmas 1.3 and 1.6 and using the relations (lA) and (l.17), we have 
n 
(159(D9 a )J,+  - 159(D9a)J,-) (Y) = lX,JY - 2,)D)eia)  ((D~J) (Y)) 
i=l 
2n 
=  p"1,JY + ltr(JD~J 0  D)y  J ) - l:)D)eia )((D~J)(Y)) 
i=l 
=  P"1,JY + "4 
1 
tr (JD~J 0  D)y  J ) - L
2n 
((D9a)~'e~)  ((D~i J)(Y)) 
i=l 
2n 
=  P~,JY + ltr(JD~J 0  D)yJ) + ~ L g((D)xJ)(Jei), (D~J)(Y)) 
i=l 
1 1  2n 
= P~,JY + "4 tr(JD~J 0  D)y.]) - 2L g((D~J)(ei), (DK J)(Y)) 
i=l 
Corollary 1.8  Let (M2n, w, J, g) be a compact almost-Kahler manifold.  Suppose that the ten­
sor (p*)J,+(., J.)  is negative-definite eVefywhere.  Then,  there is no non-trivial holomorphie 
veetorfield on M. 18 
Proof. Let a be the dual (by the metrie g) of a holomorphie veetor field X. By Lemma 1.6, we 
have 
2n 
(09(D9a )J,+ - 09(D9a )J,-) (X) = p*(X, J X) - L(D)eia) ((D~J)(X)) .  (1.23) 
i=l 
Using Lemma 1.3, we simplify the second term of the right hand side of (1.23) as in the proof 
of Corollary 1.7 
n  2n 
L9((D)e,a), (D~J)(X)) =  L9((D9a)j'e~'  (D~J)(X)) 
i=l  i=l 
1  2n 
= -2 Lg((D)xJ)(Jei),  (D~J)(X)) 
i=l 
= 1 L
2n 
g(  (D~J)(ei), (D~J)(X)) 
i=l 
1  2n 
= 2 L  ((D~J)(ei,ek)  (9 (D~J)(X,ed) 
i,k=l 
1  2n 
=  "4  L  ((D~J)(ei' ed (9  [(D~J)(X, ek)  - (D~kJ)(X,  ~)]  ) 
i,k=l 
1  2n 
=  "4  L  ((D~J)(ei' ek) (9 (D~J)(ei, ek)) 
i,k=l 
1  2n 
="4 L  ((D~J)(ei)'  (D~J)(ei))' 
i=l 
Integrating (1.23), we obtain 
n 2 
i
(D9 a )J'+1  -1(D9a)J'-12  =  (r  p*(X  JX)w  )  _  ~  ID9  JI2  . 
L2  L2  JM  '  n!  4  X  L2 
BecauseofLemma 1.3,  I(D9a)J'-1~2  = t ID~JI~2'  Then, I(D9a)J'+1~2  =  (lM p*(X, JX)~~). 
The eorollary follows.  D 
Lemma 1.9  Let (M2n:w, J: g)  be  Cri.  almost-Kahleï !;U nlfuM  If X  is a hamillonian Killing 
vector field,  then 
1  .x  V'  - 2d6.9f  =  P  (X, .),  (1.24) 
where  fX  is  the momentum of X  with respect to  w (i.e.  w(X,·)  = -dfx) and 6.9  is  the 
Riemannian Laplacian with respect to g. 19 
Proof. By hypothesis, X  =  (dC j)~9  is a Killing vector field then D9dcf  =  ~ddc f. So, we have 
59D9dcf  = 59 (D9dcj)J,+ + 59 (D9dCj)  J,- = ~59ddcf.  Combining this with Corollary 1.7 
applied for the holomorphie vector field X, we obtain 
(1.25) 
On the other hand (by Lemma 1.3) (D 9dcj)J,- =  ~DrdJ)U9w.  Then, using the relations (1.5) 
and (1.9), we obtain (D9 dCj)  J,- = t(ddCf + dCdj)  and therefore 
(1.26) 
Combining (1.26) with (1.25), we obtain, using the relation (1.12) 
~69(ddCf + dCdj)
2 
=  ~69ddCf-p\l(X,.J.) 
2 
~59dcdf 
2 
=  -p\l(X,J·) 
-~dc69df 
2 
-p\l(X,J·) 
1 
--dI::.9f 
2  =  p\l (X, .). 
o 
Corollary 1.10  Let (M2n ,w, J,g) be a compact a{most-Kahler manifold.  Suppose  tOOt  the 
tensor (p\l)J,+(-, J.) is negative-semidefinite everywhere.  Then,  there is no non-trivial hamil­
tonian Killing vector field on M. 
Proof. Suppose that X  =  (dC j)~9  is a hamiltonian Killing vector field.  By Lemma 1.9, we have 
By integrating, we  obtain  ~  11::.9fli2  = (lM p\l (  (df)~9,  (dCj)ü g )  ~7).  If 1::. 9fis identically 
zero on a compact Riemannian manifold, f  must be constant and thus X  =  O.  The corollary 
follows.  0 20 
1.2.1  Killing vector fields with zeros 
Given a 2n-dimensional compact connected symplectic manifold (M, w), it is well-known [40, 
H 2n 45] that if the map I\wn - l  : Hl  (M, IR)  ---+  - 1 (M, IR)  is an isomorphism, then a symplectic 
SI-action on (M, w)  is hamiltonian if and only if it has fixed points. We give here an alternative 
argument of this statement based on the Hodge decomposition. 
A 2n-dimensional symplectic manifold (M, w)  is said to satisfy the hard Lefschetz condition if 
the map I\wk : Hn-k(M, IR)  ---+  Hn+k(M, IR)  is  an isomorphism for any k  ~  n. For example, 
Kahler manifolds satisfy this condition. We deduce the following for manifolds satisfying such 
condition 
Lemma 1.11  Let (M2n ,w, J,g) be a compact almost-Kahler manifold wich satisfy the hard 
Lefschetz condition and a be a I-form which is 59-exact.  Then,  a  =  d
C j jor some function j  if 
and only if  dCa  =  O. 
Proof. Let fi = Ja. Since a = 594» for some 2-form 4» then ,6 = 5c'lj; where 'lj;h .)  = 4»(J., J.). 
Bence, fi is  bC-exact and d-closed since dCcx  =  O.  By the result of Merku:ov [41, Porposition 
1.41, fi = d5cçfor some I-form ç.  It follows that a = d
C j, where j  =  -5cf,.  0 
Proposition 1.12  [40,45JLet X  be a Killing vectorfield on a compact almost-Kahler manifold 
(M2n; w, J, g) which satisfies the Hard Lefschetz condition. Then,  X  admits zeros ifand only if 
X  is a hamiltonian Killing vectorfield. 
Proof. X  is  a Killing vector field with respect to the metric g.  Let a  =  Xbg  be the dual of X 
with respect to g. Then, a admits the following Hodge composition a =  aH + 59 4»,  where aH 
is the g-harmonic part of a. Moreover, 52XCXH  =  0,  where 52  is the Lie derivative (see [25]). 
Indeed, Killing v  -t r fi  1 s  r  serve the g-harmonic p-forms.  On the other hand, by Cartan 
formula,  52xaH  = d (aH(X)), so (aH(X)) is  constant.  Furthermore,  fv (aH(X)) ~7  = 
(aH,a)p =  (aH,aH + 594»h2  = (aH,aHh2.  It  follows that (aH,aHh2 is constant.  But 
X  admits zeros, it implies that aH  =  O.  We deduce that a  =  59 4»  so a is 59-exact.  Moreover, 
52xw = dJa = ° since X is Killing. The claim follows from Lemma 1.11.  ~ 21 
1.2.2  A localization formula 
Let (M2n , w)  be a compact symplectic manifold endowed with a hamiltonian Sl-action. Let X 
be the generator of this action with a momentum fX i.e. w(X, .)  =  -dfx. Thus, X  is a hamil­
tonian Killing vector field  with respect to sorne compatible almost-Kiihler metrics.  The fixed 
points of the action form a finite union of connected symplectic submanifolds [40] N 1, ... ,N'Y 
such that fX is constant on each Nj.  For each Nj, the normal bundle Ej splits into complex 
line bundles Ej  = L~  EB ... EB  Ltnj  on which Sl acts with integer weights ki, ... ,ktnj .  Then, 
we have the following formula (see [19, 40]) 
(1.27) 
for every h  E <C.  Here, Cl (.) denote the first Chern class and we take the formai inverse Chapter II 
EXTREMAL ALMOST-KAHLER METRICS 
For this chapter, (IvI, w)  is a compact and connected symplectic manifold of dimension 2n. We 
denote by  [w]  the deRham cohomology class ofw. Any w-compatible almost-complex structure 
J is identified with the induced Riemannian metric. 
2.1  Extremal almost-Kahler metrics 
2.1.1  Hermitian scalar curvature as a moment map. 
We define the hermitian scalar curvature s'V of an almost-Kahler structure (w, J, g) as the trace 
of p"V  with respect to w,  i.~. 
s'Vwn = 2n (p"V  /\ wn-l) ,  (2.1) 
or, in equivalent way, 
s'V  =  2Aw p"V.  (2.2) 
Denote by AKw the Fréchet space of w-compatible almost-complex structures. The space AKw 
cornes naturally equipped with a fonnal Kahler structure (D, J)  (described first  by Fujiki in 
[21]).  More precisely, the tangent space Tj(AKw )  at a point J is  identified with the space of 
g-symmetric, J-anti-invariant fieids  of endomorphisms of T(lv!)  (where (w, J, g)  is  the cor­
responding almost-Kahler metric).  Then, for A, B  E  Tj(AKw ), the Kahler fonn !1 is  given 
by  !1j(A, B)  =  lM tr (J 0  A 0  B) ~~  while the !1-compatible (integrable) almost-complex 
structure J is defined by J J X  =  Jo X. 23 
Let Ham(M, w)  be the group of hamiltonian symplectomorphisms of (M, w).  The Lie algebra 
of Ham(M, w)  is identified with the space of smooth functions on M  with zero mean value and 
the Poisson bracket defined by {h, h} =  w(gradwh, gradwh); it is  also equipped with an 
equivariant inner product, given by the L2-norm with respect to  ~7 . 
The group Ham(M,w) acts naturally on AKw  by 1*J1;1, where 1  E  Ham(M,w)  and  J  E 
AKw .  For a vector field  Z  E  Lie(Ham(M,w)), the induced vector field Z by the action on 
AKw is given at a point J by Z(J) = -5:,zJ, where 5:, is the Lie derivative. A key observation, 
made by Fujiki [21] in the integrable case and by Donaldson [15]  in the general al most-Kahler 
case, asserts that this  natural action of Ham(M,w) on AKw  is  hamiltonian with  momentum 
given by the hermitian scalar curvature S \7. More precisely, the moment map is 
(2.3) 
where S \7  is the hermitian scalar curvature of the induced almost-Kahler metric (w, J, g).  The 
square-norm of the hermitian sca1ar curvature defines a functional on AKw 
(2.4) 
Definition 2.1  The  critical points of the functional  (2.4) are  called extremal almost-Kahler 
metrics. 
The functional (2.4) corresponds to the square-norm function of the moment map.  This obser­
vation was used [8]  to deduce that the critical points of (2.4) are precisely the  al most-Kahler 
metrics 9 for which the symplectic gradient of their hermitian scalar curvature gradws\7  = 
Jgrad s \7  is  a Killing vector ,field  of g;  as  it is  hamiltonian, this is  also equivalent to  being 
ho10morphic with respect to 1.  Indeed, it follows from [20]  that a point Xo  is critical for the 
square norm function of the momentum map if and only if the image of Xo  by the moment map 
belongs to the Lie subalgebra corresponding to the stabilizer of Xo  by the action (where the Lie 
algebra is identified with its dual vector space via the inner product).  In our c<Jntext,  this im­
plies that if J is a critical point of (2.4) then /-L(.J)  = s\7 is an element of the Lie subalgebra of 
Lie(Ham(M, w)) (by replacing s\7  with its zero integral part) corresponding to the stabilizer of 24 
J.  Bence, f.9radws'V' J  =  O.  This precisely means that gradws'V  is a hamiltonian Killing vector 
field. 
Proposition 2.2  A metric gis a critical point 0[(2.4) ifand only if  gradws'V  is a Killing vector 
field with respect to g. 
Proof. We reproduce here a direct verification made by Gauduchon [25] using Mohsen formula 
[42].  The Mohsen formula states that, for a path Jt  E  AKw ,  the first variation of the connec­
tion I-forms at of the hermtian connections on Kh1(M), induced by the canonical hermitian 
connections "Vt corresponding to Jt , is given by 
dl· 
-at = -59t J
dt  2 ' 
where 59t  is  the codifferential with respect to the  metric gtC,·)  =  wC, Je) and  j  =  1t,k 
Therefore, by definition,  1i, p'Vt  =  -~d59tf  Hence, by (2.2) and (1.10), we obtain  1i, s'V t  = 
-Awd59t j  =  5f59t j  =  -59tJt59tj; here 5f  is  the twisted codifferential with respect to k 
Therefore, 
!!:....s'V(  =  -o9tJtfJ9tf  -(2.5)
dt 
Using (2.5), we compute the first derivative of (2.4) in the direction of j 
!!:.... (r	 (s'Vt)2W~)  =  2 r s'Vt (-59tJtS9tj) w~  =  2 r gt  (D9td~s'Vt,  j) w~, 
dt  lM  n.  lM  n.  lM  n. 
where di is the twisted exterior differential corresponding to k  Bowever, j  =  1i,Jt  is a gr 
symmetric, Jranti-invariant endomorphism ofT(M). Bence, J is a critical point if and only if 
the symmetric, J-anti-invariant part of D9dcs'V  is identically zero.  On the other hand, for any 
vector field X  preserving w, we have 
o	 =  (f.xw) (JY, Z) 
- (,r,Xg) (Y Z) + 9 ((,r,}d) .1Y, Z) 
-g ((D9 X) y, Z) - 9 (Y, (D9 X) Z) + 9 ((,r,x J) JY, Z) . 
It follows that the symmetric part of D9dcs'V  is  already J-anti-invariant.  Bence, J  is  a criti­
cal point if and only if D9dcs'V  is skew-symmetric which means that the symplectic gradient 
gradws'V  is a Killing vector field.  0 25 
Remark. On a complex manifold (M, J), the Calabi problem [Il] consist in studying the Cal­
abi functional given by the L 2-norm of the scalar curvature of the Kahler metrics whose Kahler 
form belongs to a fixed Kahler class n =  [w].  It tums out that the critical points of the Calabi 
functional, called Calabi extremal Kahler metrics , are the Kahler metrics for which the sym­
plectic gradient of the scalar curvature is  a Killing vector field.  The extremal almost-Kahler 
metrics thus appear as  a natural extension of the Calabi extremal Kahler metrics to  the non­
integrable case.  Indeed, since any two Kahler forms in a fixed Kahler class n are isotopic, the 
Kahler metrics in n =[w]  are embedded, via Moser's lemma [40], in the space of w-compatible 
integrable almost-complex structures Kw.  D 
2.1.2  The extremal vector field 
We fix a compact group G in the (infinite dimensional) group Ham(M, w)  of hamiltonian sym­
plectomorphisms of (M, w).  Denote by 9w  C eoo (M) the finite dimensional space of smooth 
functions which are hamiltonians with zero mean value of elements of 9 = Lie(G). It is  well­
known that 9w has a Lie algebra structure given by the Poisson bracket and 9w is isomorphic to 
9.  Denote by Ilw  the L 2-orthogonal projection of a smooth function on 9w  with respect to the 
volume form  w7.  Let AK:! be the space of w-compatible G-invariant almost-complex struc­ n. 
tures.  As AKw  is  contractible, it is  also connected;  the same is  true for AK:! by  taking the 
average of a path of metrics in AKw  over G. 
In this context, the following remark, generalizing [6, Lemma 2] suggests the definition of an 
extremal vectorfield of AK:!: 
Lemma 2.3  Let Jt be a smooth family ofalmost-complex structures compatible with the fixed 
symplecticform w, which are invariant under a compact group G ofsymplectomorphisms acting 
in a hamiltonian way on the compact symplectic manifold (M, w).  Then,  the  L2-orthogonal 
projection ofthe hermitian scalar curvature s'Vt  of  (w, Jt,gt) to 9w  is independent oft. 
Proof. By definition, any  f  E  9w  defines a vector field  X  =  gradwf which is  in  9,  and  is 
therefore Killing with respect to  any of the metrics gtc, .)  =  wc, k) in AK:!. To  prove our 26 
ciaim, we have to show that J Mf  SVt ~7  is independent of t. Using the relation (2.5), we obtain 
The fact that X  =  gradwf is  Killing implies that D9t dfj is  an anti-symmetric tensor.  The 
result follows if we recall that j  is a grsymmetric endomorphism of T(M).  D 
Remark. The above lemma can also be viewed as  a consequence from the fact that sV  is the 
momentum map for the action ofHam(M, w).  Indeed, consider a Lie subgroup Ge  1HI where 1HI 
is a Lie group (equipped with a bi-invariant metric) acting in a hamiltonian way on a symplectic 
manifold with moment map p,1HI.  Let N  be aG-invariant connected subspace and denote by 
J.LiG  the projection (with respect to the inner product) of the image of J.L1Hl  on the dual of the Lie 
subalgebra of G.  Since N  is  G-invariant, the differential of p,iGIN  (restriction of J.LiG  to N) is 
zero.  Therefore, J.LiGIN  is constant.  In our case, 1HI  = Ham(M,w), G = G, Lie(G) ~  gw,  N  = 
AK[3 and p,1HI  is given by (2.3). Lemma 2.3 is equivalent to the fact that J.LiGIN  is constant.  0 
Given  any  J  E  AK[3, we define z[3  :=  IIw sv, where sV  is  the hermitian scalar curvature 
of (w, J, g).  This z[3  is  independant of J  by Lemma 2.3.  Let G  = T  be  a maximal toms in 
Ham(M,w). We obtain the following lemma 
Lemma 2.4  For any JE AKJ, the almost-Kiihler metric (w, J, g)  is extremal ifand only if 
where  sV is  the  integral zero part of the  hermitian scalar curvature  sV of (w, J,g) given by 
'\J  n 
oV _  V _  f1s w s  - S  wn  . 
.  j\l/ 
Proof. Let 9 be such an extremal metric, then X = gradwsv is a Killing field which is invariant 
by  T.  Denote  by  2:  = span{X, t}  where t = Lie(T), then the  closure of {e. p2:} in  the 
(compact) isometry group is a compact toros which contains T. By the maximality of the toros, 
we have X  E t.  The other direction is obvious.  D 
Definition 2.5  The  vector field ZJ  := gradwzJ is called the  extremal vector field relative to 
T. 27 
Remark. The vector field  ZJ is invariant under isotopy of w:  let Wt  an isotopy of T-invariant 
symplectic forms in  [w]  with Wo  = w,  i.e. 
Wt  =  Wo + dO"t,  0 :(;  t  :(;  l, 
where O"t  is aT-invariant l-form. The f10w  <I>t  of Xt =  _o"~Wt  (~Wt  stands for the isomorphism 
between T*(M) and T(M) viawt) verifies  (<I>t)*Wt  =  Wo  so (<I>t)*(ZJ
t
)  =  ZJo. On the other 
hand, as the vector field Xt is T-invariant, (<I>d*(ZJJ  =  ZJt. 
It follows that the introduced extremal vector field ZJ coincides with the one defined by Futaki 
and Mabuchi in the Kahler case [23]. Indeed, in a fixed T-invariant Kahler class, any two Kahler 
forms Wl and W2  are isotopie. Therefore, ZJ
1  =  ZJ
2
•  0 
Remark. The assumption that TC Ham(M,w) is a maximal toms is used only in Lemma 2.4. 
Indeed, the arguments in Lemma 2.3  show that zJ =  II~ s\7  is  independent of (J, g)  for any 
toms TcHam  (M, w)  and the above Remark still holds true for the corresponding vector field 
ZJ =  gradwz~.  0 
Denote by  9J1~  the set all T-invariant almost-Klihler metrics induced by T-invariant symplectic 
forms isotopie to w. The extremal vector field ZJ is an obstruction to the existence of metrics of 
constant hermitian scalar curvature in 9J1~.  We recall that the space 9J1~  is related (via Moser's 
lemma) to the space AKJ. 
Corollary 2.6  If9J1~ contains a metric with constant hermitian scalar curvature, then ZJ = o. 
Conversely, If  ZJ =  0,  any extremal metric in  9J1~  is of  constant hermitian scalar curvature. 
Proof. We readily deduce from the defintion of ZJ the first assertion of the corollary.  Now, if 
ZJ =  0, then z6  =  0 for any wisotopie to w.  In particular, any extremal metric in 9J1~  is  of 
constant hermitian scalar curvature.  0 
Corollary 2.7  If9J1~ contains an extremal metric (J, g)  such that the tensor (p\7)J,+(-, J.) is 
negative-semidefinite ever)'where, then ZJ =  O. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Corollary 1.10 and Corollary 2.6.  0 28 
2.1.3  Periodicity of the extremal vector field 
In this  section,  we show the periodicity of the introduced vector field  zZ;  relative to  a  fixed 
maximal torus T in Ham(M, w)  when  [~]  is integral modulo torsion. 
Theorem 2.8  Assume that  [~]  is integral modulo torsion.  Then,  there exist a positive integer 
v such that exp(27fvZZ;)  =  1. 
Proof. As in the previous section, we denote by  tw  c  COO(M)  the finite dimensional space of 
smooth functions which are hamiltonians with zero mean value of elements of t =  Lie(T). 
In  the symplectic context, Futaki and Mabuchi defined in  [24]  a bilinear symmetric form  <I> 
tx t->IR 
n 1  r  x y  w 
(2.6) <I>(X,Y) =  (27f)2JM f  f  (27f)n' 
where fX, fY Et"" momentums of X, Y. 
By hypothesis,  [~]  is  an integral cohomology class modulo torsion.  Under this  condition, 
Fotakiand Mabuchi showed [24]  that if X, Y  are generators of SI-actions (i.e.  exp (X)  = 
exp (Y)  =  1), then <I>(X, Y)  E Q. To prove our claim, we have to show that 27f<I>(Xi , ZZ;)  E <Q 
for ail  1  :::;  i  :::;  k,  where zZ;  is  the extremal vector field  relative to T  and XI, ... ,Xk  are 
generators of the torus action.  This wouId  imply 27fZZ;  E  L:~=1 <QXi , so exp (27fvZZ;)  =  1 
for sorne positive integer v. 
To show our claim, we recall Nakagawa's modified version [44] of Tian's formula [48] 
n  1 
(n +'1)!2  - n!  r ff\! ~  =  ~(-l)j  (  n) r [(~ b,,9 f  + pV')  (2.7) 
27f  J M  (27f)n  L..  J'  JiV/'  2  27f  27f
)=0 
+ (N + n _ ?j\ (L + w  \)  ] n+l 
. \- .'  - /  27f  27f 
_(N +~) 2 n(n+ 1)!  {'  (L + ~)n+l, 
n + 1  J M  27f  27f 
where f is a smooth function on M, sV' is the zero integral part of the hermitian scalar curvature 
n-l 
sV'  of (w, J,g), pV'  is  the hermitian Ricci form,  /-l  = 
JMf
v 
w ,N  is  an integer and b,,9  is the 
MW
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Riemannian Laplacian with respect to g.  The formula (2.7) takes in account the normalization 
n (2.1) and is a direct consequence of the fact that J M  (!::.9 f) w =  0 and the identities 
f)-I)j (  ~)  (n - 2j)k = 0 ifk < nork = n+ 1, 
j=O  J 
i)-I)j (  ~  )  (n - 2jt  =  2
n n!. 
j=O  J 
As <fi  is  non-degenerate and 27f<fl(X, Z:;;)  =  2~  JM  fX  zi;; (~)n  =  2~  JM  fX  sV (~)n' we thus 
reduced the problem to show that the right hand side of (2.7) is  rational when  f  =  fX  E  tw 
is  the momentum with respect to w of a hamiltonian vector field  X  generating an  SI-action. 
n We have then essentially two integrals in the right hand side of (2.7) which are J M  f x w and 
2~  JM  (~!::.9  fX + (N + n - 2j)fX)wn with W=  ~ + (N + n - 2j) ~. 
In order to compute the latter integral, we will use the localization formula (1.27).  Since M  is 
compact, we consider an integer N large enough such that wis symplectic. By Lemma 1.9, the 
vector field X  verifies 
27fw(X,·) = -d (~!::.9 fX + (N + n  - 2j )fX) . 
On the other hand, Futaki and Mabuchi showed [24] that if JM  fXwn =  0 then fX (p)  E  27f<Q 
for any fixed pointp E M of  the SI-action.  Moreover, we have (6.9 fX) (p)  =  -tr  (D9dfX)p = 
tr (JD9 X)p'  Note that (JD9 X)p is a symmetric hermitian endomorphism which is  the gen­
erator of the induced linear SI-action on Tp(M)  (see e.g.  [40]).  This implies that the trace 
tr (JD9X)p  E  27f2 and therefore  (D.9 fX) (p)  E  27f2.  By (1.27) and using the power series 
of the exponential function in h, we obtain 
~ r  (~tlg fX + (N + n - 2j ){\() w n E Q. 
27f J M 2 
This concludes the proof.  0 30 
2.1.4  The Hermitian-Einstein condition 
Definition 2.9  An almost-Kahler metric (w, J, g) is called Hermitian-Einstein if  the hermitian 
Ricci form p\l is a (constant) multiple of  the symplectic form w,  i. e. 
sa the hermitian scalar curvature S\l is constant. 
Corollary 2.10  If  Cl (M, w)  is a multiple of [w]  and z;S  =  0,  then an extremal almost-Kahler 
metric (J, g) in 9J1E is Hermitian-Einstein ifand only if  p\l is J-invariant. 
Proof. Let (w, J, g)  be an  extremal almost-Kahler metric in  9J1~.  By Corollary 2.6 and since 
z;S  = 0, we deduce that the hermitian scalar curvature s\l of (w, J, g)  is constant. To prove our 
claim, it is enough to show that p\l is co-closed (and therefore harmonic), i.e. 59p\l =  0, wnere 
59  is the codifferential with respect to g.  Indeed, as  p\l and wbe  then two harmonic forms 
representing the same cohomology class up to a multiple, Hodge theory implies there are equal 
up to the same multiple. 
Denote by d
C  the twisted exterior differential with respect to  J and  Ai;;  the contraction by w. 
By hypothesis p\l is  J-invariant, then d
Cp\l =  O.  Now, using the relations (1.11) and (2.2), we 
have 59p\l =  [Ai;;, dC] p\l = -dcAi;;P\l = - !dcs\l = 0 since s\l is constant. Therefore, p\1  is 
co-closed. The other direction is obvious.  0 
2.2  Explicit formula for the hermitian scalar curvature 
Let (M2n  , w, J, g)  be an almost-Kahler manifold. By Darboux theorem, there exist coordinates 
{Zi, td defined on an open set U such that the symplectic form w has the form w =  L:~l  dZi 1\ 
dti on U;  {Zi, tt} arë  ail  Ù the Darboux coordinates. In this section, we give an explicit formula 
of the hermitian scalar curvature s\l of (w, J, g)  in terms of the coordinates {Zi, td. On U, the 
metric 9 is of the form, 
n 
9 =  L Gij(z, t)dzi 0  dZj + Hij(z, t)dti 0  dtj + Pij(z, t)dzi  0  dtj, 
i,j=l 31 
where G  = (Gij),H = (Hij)  are symmetric positive-definite matrix-valued functions which 
satisfy the compatibility conditions GH - p 2  =  Id and  HP  =  tp H (where tp denote the 
transpose of P = (Pij ). We define a local section il>  of the anti-canonical bundle KJI(M) by 
il>  :=  (K~9  - yCIJK~9)  /\ ... /\  (K~9  - yCIJK~g)  where Ki  =  â~i  and b stands for the 
isomorphism between T(M) and T*(M) via g.  Let q; and  ?/J  the real n-forms such that il>  =  q; + 
yCI'Ij; (in fact 'Ij; and q; are related in the following way 'Ij;(JXl, ... ,Xn ) = q;(XI , ... ,Xn ). 
We still denote by \7 the hermitian connection induced on KJI(M) by the canonical hermtian 
connection . For any vector field X, we have 
\7xq;  =  a(X)q; + b(X)'Ij; 
for  sorne  real  1-forms a, b (we can deduce  that a  =  ~dln  1q;1 2).  Moreover,  the  hermitian 
Ricci  form  p'V  is  given  by  p'V  =  db.  Now,  span  {KI,'"  ,Kn }  is  Lagrangian.  Hence, 
il> (KI , ... ,Kn ) = q;(KI,'"  ,Kn ) = detg(Ki, K j ) = det H which implies that 
(\7xil»(KI,· .. ,Kn ) = (a(X) - ib(X))il>(KI,'"  ,Kn ) = (a(X) - ib(X)) det H. 
Let (3(X)  ;=  (\7xil»(KI,.. · ,Kn)/ det H,  then  fJ  =  trace (H-I 
0  B)  where B(X) 
(g(\7 X Ki, K j) + yCIg(\7x Ki, JK j))  =  (2g(\7 X Kil,O, K j )) . In particular, 
B(X°,l) =  (2g(\7x o.JK/,O,Kj)).  (2.8) 
Using Proposition 1.1, we can compute, via (2.8), the imaginary part of Band therefore p'V and 
'V l d  d d  b  H-I  (Hij)  h .  f H  (H)  G  âGij  G,k  âGij
S  .  n  ee  ,  enote  y  =  t  e Inverse 0  =  ij,  ij,k  =  âz  ' ij  =  ât  etc 
k k 
and let X  = I:k O'.kfz; +  {3k  â~k'  so X~9 = I:k,l (O'.kGkl + ,6kPlk) dZI + (O'.kPkl +  (3k Hkl) dtl 
and then 32 
2Bij (XO,1)  Bij(X + yCIJX)
 
~  ( ~>ndZn +bndtn) (X) - (~cndzn + dndt,,)  (J X)
 
+ R  [( ~ andzn + bndtn)  (JX) + ( ~ cnd", + dndt,,) (X)}2 9) 
l:)ak + PklCI  - Gkldl)O:k + (bk + HklCI  - Plk dl)13k 
k,l 
+  yCf  [( Ck  - Pklak + Gklbk) O:k + (dk - Hklak + Plkbk) 13k]  . 
On the other hand, by the equality (2.8) 
where Im denote the imaginary part.  Now, we compute the r.h.s of (2.10).  For Ki =  cft, we 
have J Ki =  l:k - Hik Ô~k  + Pki ct so 
We have also [X, Ki] =- l:k  o:~ â~k  +  13:' ct, that implies 
For the last term 
L  [(0: kPkl + fi/,;HkIJ R iol,! - (C'!~GAI  + f3·,p{d  Hi~l 
k,l,m 33 
Let [J X, J Ki]  =  'L-k,l,m aklm Ô~m  +bklm ôt.Then, 
Hence, 
L  -Pnj (Pmnaklm + Hmnbklm) + Hnj (Cmnaklm + Pnmbklm) 
k,l,m,n 
+	  L  Pmj  (PkmCX~  +Hkm{3t)  - Hmj  (  CkmCX~ + Pmk{3~) 
k,m 
n +  L  Pkj  (-CXnHik,n  - (3nHi~ + HinCXk,n  - PniCXk ) 
k,n 
n +	 LHkj (CXnPki,n +(3n P,,7 + Hin{3k,n - Pni{3k ) 
k,n 
+	  L  -Plj (PklCXk + Hkl{3k),i + Hl j (CklCXk +F1k{3k),i. 
k,l 
Using  the compatibility condition (CH - p2  =  land HP  =  tpH  where tp denote the 
transpose of P), we can simplify the latter expression so we obtain 
-4Im (Bij(XO,l))	  L  [PkIHij,1  - CklHi~  - Pkj,IHil + P,,~F1i 
k,l 
PljHil,,~  + HljPli,k - PljP,,~  + HljC~I]  CXk  (2.11) 
+	  [HkIHij,1  - PlkHi~  - Hkj,IHil + H[jPli 
PljHi~ +HljPt'; - F1 j Hfcil + HljPt'~]  (3k· 
Comparing (2.9) with (2.11), we have 
Aij  -Im(Bij ) 
~ '"  [-Rk'IHI + P,lRI· - RI  Hl k 2 L  J,  t  k)  t  ) t, 
k,l 
+  Hl j F1i,k  - PljP,,; +  HljC~I]  dZk 
+  [-Hkj,IHil +HtjPli - PljHi~ 
+  H1jPÙ
k - PzjHfcil + HljPi~]  dtk' 34 
i,j 
~ L (-Pki,i + Pii,k  +G~i) dZk 
k,i 
+	  ~  L  Hij  [Pk~F1i - PljHil,k - PljPk~]  dZk 
i,j,k,l 
+	  ~ L  (Pi~  + Pi: - Hki,i) dtk 
k,i 
+	  ~  L  Hij [Htj F1i  - PljH;~  - P1jHicil]  dtk' 
i,j,k,l 
Finally, we obtain 
(2.12) 
1,,( ,ik	  1" (ij ,lk  ,k)	  ,r),k +"2 L....t  Pil  + Pii  - H1i,i  dtk 1\ dtl -"2  L....t  H  PljHil  dtk 1\ dtr
 
k,i,l  i,j,k,l,r
 
\J  ,,( G,ij  H  p,i  + p,j)  "(Hij  D  H  ) ,k  "(Hij  D  H,k)
S = L....t  - ij  - ij,ij +  ij,j  ji,i  +  L....t  Flj  il,k  - L....t  Ftj  il  k' 
i,j  i,j,k,l  i,j,k,l  ' 
(2.13) 
2.2.1  The toric case 
A 2n-dimensiona1 tarie symp1ectic manifold (M, w)  is  a symplectic manifold equipped with 
an effective hamiltonian action of an  n-dimensional torus T.  It  is  generated by  a family of 
hamiltonian vector fileds  {KI,' .. ,Kn }  which are linearly independant on a dense open set 
JVjO  and satisfy the condition w( Ki, Kj )  =  0 for aIl  i, j.  It is  well-known that the symp1ectic 
form w has the following local expression w  =  L:~=l  dZi  1\  dti, where Zi  is the  momentum 
coordinate and ti is  a local coordinate such that Ki  =  Ô~i'  So, any w-compatible T -invariant 35 
al most-Kahler metric 9 has the local expression 
n 
9 =  L  (Cij(z)dzi ® dZj + Hij(Z)dti ® dtj + Pij(z)dzi 0  dtj).  (2.14) 
i,j=l 
An al most-Kahler manifold (M, w, g)  is  called loeally torie if in  local coordinates the sym­
plectic fonn is  written as  w  =  L~l dZi 1\  dti  and the almost-Kahler metric 9 has  the form 
(2.14). 
We  deduce from  (2.12) and  (2.13)  the expressions of the  hermitian  Ricci fonn  p~  and  the 
hermitian scalar curvature s~ 
(2.15) 
l  ""'  .. +2  L  (HtJ PljHi1,k),r dZk 1\ dzr, 
i,j,k,l,r 
n 
s~  =- LHij,ij,  (2.16) 
i,j 
generalizing the fonnu1a of s~  given by Abreu [1]  in the integrable case and rediscovering the 
expression found by Donaldson [16]. 
Now,  we suppose that the (lagrangian) g-orthogona1 distribution to the T-orbits is  involutive. 
This condition is  automatically satisfied in the Kahler case.  Then,  using Frobenius' theorem, 
there exist local coordinates {td such that {dt1, ... ,dtn} spann the annihilator of the orthog­
onal distribution to the T-orbits and w =  L~l dZi 1\ dti.  Any  such w-compatible T-invariant 
almost-Kahler metric (w, g)  has the local expression 
n n 
9 = L  (Cij (z )dzi ® dZj + Hij (z )dti ® dtj )  and UJ = L  dZi 1\ dti·  (2.17) 
i,j=l  i=l 
Therefore, the expression (2.15) of p~  further simplifies 
Remark. We can defonn an w-compatible toric metric of the diagonal fonn (2.17) by consid­
ering HE  =  H + EU  and CE  =  (HE)-l for sorne non-negative definite matrix-valued function 36 
U  =  (Uij),  say with compact SUPPOlt on an open set and é  small enough.  The fact that the 
right hand side of (2.16) is an under-determined linear differential operator implies that there 
are infinite dimensional families of w-compatible extremal almost-Kahler metrics around an 
extremal  almost~Kahler metric of the form (2.17).  In particular, infinite dimensional families 
of non-integrable extremal almost-Kiililer metrics do exist around  any  extremal Kahler toric 
metric.  0 
Lemma 2.11  Let (M, w, Jo, 90)  be an almost-Kahler 4-manifold such that (w, go)  have the 
form (2.17)  on some open set V  of M.  Then,  there  exists an infinite dimensional family of 
almost-Kahler metrics (w, Jé , gf.), definedfor a sufficiently small E,  such that p\1<  =  p\10 for ail 
é; here \lf.  is the canonical hermitian connection corresponding to.Jf..  Moreover, if(w, Jo, 90) is 
Kahler,  we obtain an infinite dimensional family ofnon-integrable w-compatible almost-Kahler 
metrics. 
Proof. let H&(z)  =  Hij(z) + éUij(Z),  where é  is  a  real, Uij  = fij(zdhij(Z2)  with Jij 
!Ji, hij  =  hji. Now, the condition p\1<  - p\10  =  0 gives the following system of O.D.E:'s 
2 
~ (fik(Zl)hik(Z2)),kj  =  0,  (2.18) 
k=l 
which reduces to the relations  f{2  =  af22,  f~l  =  /3f12,  h~2  = -/3hll and h;2  =  -ah12 
for some (real) constants  0'., /3  which we assume non-zero.  Choosing fIl and  h22  arbitrary, 
the above relations determine the remaining functions h2, 122, hn, h12.  In palticular, for fIl 
and h22  with compact support on V, Uij  has a compact support on V.  This ensures that for 
a sufficiently smal\ é, Hf.  =  (Hij )  is  positive-definite.  Letting Cf.  =  (Hf.)-l, we obtain the 
w-compatible metric 
on V 
elsewhere. 
One can check directly that for a generic choice of fI  1  and  h22,  the corresponding almost­
complex structure Jf.  is non-integrable. Indeed, to detect whether Jt is non-integrable for t i- 0 37
 
when Jo is integrable, we compute 
(2.19) 
For example. for i =  j  =  1=  1, it gives the following coefficient in (2.19) 
1 " (  ) aj3fUh22 GU,I + 2Hu  Gu  GU,I +2Hl2GU GU,2  + HU,1 GuGu + H 12,1GuGl2 
+ alj3f~1 h;2(GU,2  + HuGu,!Gl2 + HuGuG12,1  + 2Hu G12G12,l + HI2GU,2GI2 
+HI2GUGI2,2 + 2H12G12G12,2 + HU,IGuGI2 + HU,IGI2GI2+ H12,IG12G12+ HI2,IG I2G22) 
+ alj3f~1 h;2(Hu GuGu + Gu - H I2Gll Gl2 + H12G12G12)
 
- alj3J{'lh;2(HllGUGI2 + H llGl2Gl2+ G I2  - H I2 Gl2Gd
 
+ alj3f~fl h22(2Hll G12G12,1  + 2H12G12G12,2 + Hu,!Gl2Gl2  + H 12,1G22G12)
 
1  fil (  ) +aj3fllh22 HUGl2Gl2 . 
Even, if the (Gij ) and  (Hij) are constants with Gl2  =  0, for a generic fu and h22  this coeffi­
cient does not vanish.  0 
Corollary 2.12  Let (M, w, J, g)  be a Kahler-Einstein (complex) surface which is 10caUy toric. 
Then,  w admits an infinite dimensional family ofnon-integrable, w-compatible almost-complex 
structures inducing Hermitian-Einstein almost-Kahler metrics. 
Example. The  corollary applies  to  the  torie  Kahler-Einstein surfaces  CIp2,  «:::Ipl  x  CIpl  and 
ClP'I#3ClP'2, but also to the loeally syrnmetrie Hermitian-Einstein spaces ClHI2Ifand  (ClHII x  <ClHI1) If. 
o 
2.2.2  Extremal almost-Kahler metrics saturating LeBrun's estimates 
We recall now a (weak version) of LeBrun's result in [35, Proposition 2.2]. 38 
Proposition 2.13  Let (M, w)  be a  compact symplectic 4-manifold and 9  E  AKw  be a w­
compatible almost-Kahler metric.  Then 
(2.20) 
where V  =  J M  ~2  is the total volume of(M4, w), e(x) is the lowest eignevalue ofw+ at x ,jor 
any real-valued function f on M : f- (x) =  min (J (x), 0) and ct denotes the self  dual part of 
the g-harmonic 2-form representing Cl (M, w). 
Moreover,  the equality holds in (2.20) ifand only ifgis an extremal almost-Kahler metric with 
negative constant hermitian scalar curvature  5'ÇJ  and at each point w is an eigenform 0] W+ 
correponding to its lowest eigenvalue. 
Corollary 2.12, applied to the (complex) surfaces ClHI
2If  and  (ClHI
l x  ClHI 1) If, provides ex­
amples of non-integrable extremal almost-Kiihler metrics saturating the inequality (2.20).  In­
deed,  for  a Hermitian-Einstein almost-Kiihler metric,  p'ÇJ  is  }-invariant and  therefore  p"  = 
R(w) is (see 0.17». Since R(w) = W+(w) + Mw, we deduce thatw belongs to the eigenspace 
of W+ if and only if p'ÇJ  is } -invariant. Recall that in the Kahler case the Riemannian curvature 
R9  and iû act trivially on I\J'-(M), and the selfdual Weyl tensor W+ decomposes as  l ~ 
w+  =  ~ 
0 
-1$2 
0 
0  . 
( 
o  0  -1$2 
For the  Kahler-Einstein  metric on ClHI2If  and  (ClHIl x  ClHI I ) If, 59  =  5'ÇJ  is  negative and 
thus w  belongs to  the  lowest eigenspace of W+.  Then, by Corollary 2.12, we obtain an infi­
nite dimensional family of non-integrable Hermitian-Einstein almost-Kiihler metrics whose the 
almost-Kahler form  belongs to  the lowest eigenspace of W+ with non-positive constant her­
mitian scalar curvature 5'ÇJ.  Other examples of non-integrable almost-Kahler metrics saturating 
the inequality (2.20) appear in [47]. Chapter III 
DEFORMATIONS OF EXTREMAL ALMOST-KAHLER METRICS 
As discussed in the introduction, the GIT formai picture in  [15] suggests the existence and the 
uniqueness of an  extremal almost-Kahler metric,  modulo the  action of Ham(M,w),  in each 
'stable complexified' orbit of the action of Ham(M,w).  Moreover, the existence of extremal 
almost-Kahler metric  is  an  open condition on the space of such orbits.  In  this chapter,  we 
consider the 4-dimensional case where one can introduce a notion of almost-Kahler potential 
related to the one defined by Weinkove [50, 51]. In the spirit of [22,36], we shall apply the Ba­
nach Implicit Function Theorem for the herrnitian scalar curvature of  T -invariant w-compatible 
almost-Kahler metrics where T is a maximal torus in Ham(M, w). The main technical problem 
is the regularity of a family of Green operators involved in the definition of the al most-Kahler 
potential. Using a Kodaira-Spencer result [33, 34], one can resolve this problem if we suppose 
that the dimension of gt-harmonic Jt-anti-invariant 2-forms, denoted by h1t (see [18]), satisfies 
the condition hJt  = hjo  = b+(M) - I  for tE (-E,E) along the path (Jt,gt)  E AKJ in the 
space of T-invariant w-compatible almost-Kahler metrics. So, we claim the following 
Theorem 3.1  Let (M, w)  be a 4-dimensional compact symplectic manifold and T  a maximal 
torus in  H am(M, w).  Let (Jt, gt)  be any  smooth family of almost-Kahler metrics in AKJ 
such that (Jo,go)  is an extremal Kahlermetric.  Suppose that h1t  = h"Jo  = b+(NI)  - Ifor 
t E  (-E, E) . Then,  there exists a smooth family (.Jt,gt)  of  extremal almost-Kahler metrics in 
AKJ;, definedfor sufficiently small t,  with (.Jo, go)  =  (Jo, go) and such that .Jt  is equivariantly 
diffeomorphic to Jt . 40 
Remark. 
(i) The condition that hJt  = =  b+(M) - 1 for t  E  (-E, E)  is  satisfied in  the following  hJo 
cases: 
1.	  When Jt are integrab1e a1most-comp1ex structures for each t. Then, hJ =  2h2,0 (M, Jt ) = 
t 
b+(M) - 1 by  a well-known result of Kodaira [9].  On the other hand, it is unknown 
whether or not,  for a w-compatible non-integrable a1most-comp1ex  J  on  a compact 4­
dimensional symplectic manifold M with b+(M)  ~  3, the equality hJ =  b+(M) - 1 is 
possible (see [18]). 
2.	  When b+(M)  =  1,  h~  =  0 for each t.  This condition is satisfied when (M,w) admits a 
non trivial torus in Ham(M, w)  [29]. 
(ii) Theorem 3.1  ho1ds  under the weaker assumption that the torus Tc Ham(M,w) is maximal 
in Ham(M, w)  n  Isomo(M, 90), where Isomo(M, 90)  denotes the connected component of the 
-isometry group of the initial metIic 90. By a known resu1t of Calabi [12], any extremal Kahler 
metric is invariant under a maximal connected compact subgroup of Ham(M, w) nAut(M, Jo), 
where Aut(M, Jo)  is the reduced automorphism group of (M, Jo).  Hence, Theorem 3.1  gener­
alizes the result of [22, 36] in the 4-dimensional case. 
(iii) It was kindly pointed out to us  by T.  Draghici that using a recent result of Donaldson and 
Remarks (i) and (ii) above, one can further extend Theorem 3.1  in the case when b+ (M)  = 1 
as  follows:  Let (M, wo, Jo, 90)  be a compact 4-dimensional extremal Kahler manifold with 
b+(M) = 1 and T  be a maximal toms in  Ham(M,w) n  Isomo(M,90).  Then, for any smooth 
family of T-invariant almost-complex structures J(t) with J(O)  =  Jo,  J(t) is compatible with 
an  extremal almost-Kiihler metric 9t  for t  E  (-E, E).  Indeed,  as  J(t)  are tamed  by  Wo  for 
t  E  (-E, E)  and b+(M) = 1, one can use the openess result of Dona1dson [17, Proposition 1] 
(see a1so  [18, Sec.  5]) to show that there exists a smooth family of J(t)-invariant symplectic 
forms Wt  with  [Wt]  =  [wo]  (for eventually smaller E).  Averaging Wt  over the compact group T 
and using the equivariant Moser Lemma, we obtain a fami1y  Jt  of T-invariant wo-compatib1e 41 
almost-complex structures such that Jt  is T-equivariantly diffeomorphic to J(t).  We can then 
apply Theorem 3.1  to produce compatible extremal metrics. 0 
3.1  Almost-Kahler potentials in dimension 4 
Let (M, w)  be a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n = 4 and (J, g)  a w-compatible 
almost-Kiihler metric. In order to define the almost-Kiihler potentials, we consider the following 
second order linear differential operator [38] on the smooth sections 0,1,- (M) of the bundle of 
J-anti-invariant 2-forms. 
E:	 nJ,-(M)  ------;  0,1,- (Jvl) 
'l/J  (d09'l/J) J, - ,  f------7 
where 09  is the codifferential with respect to the metric g. 
Lemma 3.2  E  is  a self-adjoint strongly  elliptic  linear operator with  kernel  the  g-harmonic 
J-anti-invariant 2-forms. 
Proof. The principal symbol of E  is  given by the linear map a(E)f,('l/J)  =  -H;1 2'l/J,  \lé,  E 
T; (M), 'l/J  E n J,-(M). So, E is a self-adjoint elliptic linear operator with respect to the global 
inner product (.,.)  =  fM ge,·) ~2.  Now,  let'l/J  E  nJ'-(M) and suppose that E('l/J)  =  O. 
Then, 0 = ((d09'l/J)J,-,'l/J;  = (d09'l/J,'l/J)  = (09'l/J,09'l/J)  which means that 09'l/J  = O.  It follows 
from (1.18) and since 'l/J  is J-anti-invariant that *9'l/J  =  'l/J.  Using the relation (1.13), we obtain 
d'l/J  = *909  *9 'l/J  = *909'l/J  = O.  Hence,  d'l/J  = 09'l/J  = 0 and thus 'l/J  is  ag-harmonie J-anti­
invariant 2-form.  D 
Corollary 3.3  For  f  E  COO(M,  ~),  there  exist a unique  'l/Jj  E  n.1,-(M) orthogonal to  the 
kernel ofE such that (d09'l/Jj)J,- =  (dJdJ)J,-. 
Proof. For a smooth real-valued function  f  E  COO(M,~)  and any  0:  in the kemel of E,  we 
have ((dJdJ)J,-,o:;  = (dJdf,o:)  = (Jdf,090:)  = O.Byastandardresultofelliptictheory 
[10,52] and since E  is  self-adjoint, there exist a smooth section 'l/Jj  E  nJ'-(M) such that 42 
E('Ij; j) =  (dJdJ)J,-.  Moreover, 'Ij; j  is  unique if one requires 'Ij;j be orthogonal to the kernel of 
E.  0 
From Corollary 3.3, it follows that, for f  E cooOVI, IR), the symplectic form Wj  =  W+d( Jdf-
09'1j; j) is a J-invariant closed 2-form. Then, the function f is  called an almost-Kiihler potential 
if the induced symmetric tensor gj(-,.)  := Wj(-, J.) is  a Riemannian metric.  This notion of 
almost-Kahler potential is  c10sely  related  but different (in  general) from  the  one defined  by 
Weinkove  in  [51].  More precisely,  if the  almost-complex structure J  is  compatible with  a 
symplectic form wwhich is  cohomologous to  W  i.e.  w- W  =  dCi  (for sorne I-form Ci),  then 
the al most-Kahler potential defined by Weinkove is given by the function f  which is  uniquely 
determined (up to the addition of constant) by the Hodge decomposition of  Ci with respect to the 
(self-adjoint elliptic) twisted Laplace operator iic =  J t::J JJ-1, where 1::..9  is the (Riemannian) 
Laplace operator with respect to the induced metric g(-,.)  =  wc, J.). In other words, we have 
the decomposition Ci  =  CiHc +iicG Ci,  where Gis the Green operator associated to iiC and CiHc 
is the harmonie part of  Ci with respect to iic.  Thus, j  =  -09 J GCi, where 09 is the codifferential 
with respect to the metric g. 
Note that (dJdJ)J,- =  Dfdf)!9W  (see e.g.  [25]), where  ~9  stands for the isomorphism between 
T*(M) and T(M) induced by g-l. Hence, in the Kahler case, (dJdJ)J,- = 0 which implies 
that 'lj;j  = 0 and thus this almost-Kahler potential coincides with the usual Kahler one. 
3.2  Proof of Theorem 3.1 
Let (M,w) be a compact and connected symplectic manifold of dimension 2n  =  4 and Jt  E 
AKw  be a smooth path of w-compatible almost-complex structures.  We define the following 
family of differential operators associated to Jt 
Pt:  D~(M)  -'>  D~(M) 
'Ij;  ~  ~t::,.9t'lj;  - igt(t::,.9t 'lj;, w)w, 
where ng(M)  is  the  space of smooth  sections  of the  bundle Ag(M)  of primitive  2-forms 
(pointwise orthogonal to w)  and  t::,.9t  is  the (Riemannian) Laplacian with respect to  the met-
rie gt(-, .)  =  wC, k)  (here we use the convention gt(w, w)  =  2). 43 
One can easily check that Pt preserves the decomposition 
Furthermore, 
Il  follows  that the kemel of Pt  consists of primitive harmonic 2-forms which splits as  anti­
selfdual and Jt-anti-invariant ones so we have 
where hJt  is introduced by Draghici-Li-Zhang in [18]. 
Moreover, Pt - ~ fj.9t  is a linear differential operator of order 1. Indeed, using the Weintzenbbck­
Bochner formula (1.7), a direct computation shows that 
(Pt - ~fj.9t)  (7jJ)  ~  [~59t  (D9tw(7jJ))  - ~gt(D9t7jJ,D9tw) 
+  S~tgt(w,7jJ)  - W 9t (w,7jJ)]  w, 
where W9t  stands for  the Weyl  tensor (see  e.g.  [la]), D9t (resp.  59t ) for the Levi-Civita 
connection (resp.  the codifferential) with respect to the metric gt  and  s9  for the Riemannian 
scalar curvature defined as the trace of the Ricci tensor. 
The operator Pt  is  a self-adjoint strongly elliptic linear operator of order 2.  We obtain then a 
family of Green operators <G t associated to Pt. If  hJ t  = b+(M) - 1 for t  E (-E, E), then = hJo 
<Gt : DÔ(M)  ---t DÔ(M)  is Coo differentiable in t  E  (-E, E)  [33,34], meaning that Gt(7jJt)  is  a 
smooth family of sections of AÔ(M)  for any smooth sections 7jJt. 
To  show Theorem 3.1, we need to extend <G t  to Sobolev spaces Wk,P(M, AÔ(M))  defined in 
the following way [52]:  let {Ui, pd  a finite trivializing cover of the bundle AÔ(M),  {pd  the 
induced map identifying smooth sections of AÔ(M)  restricted  to  Ui  to smooth functions on 
an open set of lR2n and  {'Pd  a partition of unity subordinate to  {Ud.  For a smooth section 
7jJ  E  DÔ(M),  we  define  117jJII~l(M)  =  I:i  Ilpi'Pi7jJ/l p,k>  where  Il  . IIp,k  is  the  Sobolev norm 44 
involving derivatives up to k.  We define Wk,P(M, 1\.5(M))  as the completion of 05(M) with 
/\.2(M)
respect to the norm  Il  ·11  P,~  (in fact, the topology of Wk,P(M, 1\.5(M)) does not depend on 
the partition of unity). 
Lemma 3.4  Let CGt  : 05(111)  ----.  05(M) the family of  the above Green operators associated 
to  Pt  and suppose that hjt = hjo  = b+(M) -lfort E  (-E,E).  Then,  the extension of  CGt 
to Sobolev spaces, still denoted by CGt,  defines a Cl map CG  : (-E, E) X W P,k(M,1\.5(M))  ----. 
W p,k+2(M,1\.5(M)) 
Proof. Denote by IIt the L2-orthogonal projection to the kemel of Pt with respect to (-, ')L2  = 
9t 
lM gt(-, ·)wn . We claim thatCGtoIIo and IIooCG  : (-E, E) xWk,P(M, 1\.5(M))  ----.  W k+2,p(M,1\.5(M)) 
are Cl maps.  Indeed,  let  {'l/Jb}  be an  orthonormal basis of the kemel of Po  with respect to 
(', .) L2  . Note that 'l/Jà  are smooth since Po is elliptic. Then, we have 
90 
(IIo °CGt)  ('l/J)  L (CGt('l/J), ('l/Jo)Jo,+ + ('l/Jo)Jo,-) L2  'l/Jb 
90
i 
L  (lM -CGt('l/J)  Â  ('l/Jb)Jo,+ + CGt('l/J)  Â  ('l/Jb)JO,-)  'l/Jo 
t 
L  (lM -CGt ('0)  Â  (('0b)Jo,+) Jt,+ - CGt('0)  Â  (('0à)Jo,+)lt.­
t 
+	  CGt('0)  Â  (('0o)Jo,-)Jt,+ + CGt('0)  Â  (('06)Jo,-)Jt,-) '06 
~  [('0,<Gt  ((('0o)JO,+)Jt'+))L~t  - ('0, CGt  ((('0à)JO,+)Jt'-))L~t 
-	 ('0,<Gt((('0o)Jo,-)Jt.+))  2  + ('0,<Gt ((('0à)JO,-)Jt,-))  2]'06, 
L	 L 9t	  9t 
In the  latter equality, we used the  fact  that CGt  is  self-adjoint with respect to  L~t'  The claim 
follows from the result of Kodaira-Spencer [33, 34]. 
Denote by Wk,P(M, 1\.5(M))-1 the space of 2-forms in Wk,P(M, 1\.5 (M)) which are orthogonal 
to the kemel of Po with respect to L~o  and consider the map 
<I>:  (-E, E)  x Wk+2,P(M, 1\.6(M))-1  -t  (-E, E)  x Wk,P(M, 1\.5(M))-1 
(t, 'l/J)  (t, (Id - IIo)Pt('l/J)), f---t 45 
Clearly,  the map  <I>  is  of class Cl and its  differential at  (0, 'I/J)  is  an  isomorphism so by  the 
inverse function theorem for Banach spaces there exist a neighboorhood V  of (0, 'I/J)  such that 
<I>lv  admits an inverse of class Cl. By the The Kodaira-Spencer result [33, 34J,  the map II  : 
(-10,10) x Wk,P(M, AÔ(M))  ~  Wk,P(M, AÔ(M)) is Cl and thus the map Pt(Id- IIo)Gt(Id­
IIo) = (Id - IId(Id - IIo) - Pt(IIoGt)(Id - IIo) is  clearly Cl since it is a composition of 
such operators. Then, the map 
<I>I V
I  (t, (Id - IIo)Pt(Id - IIo)Gt(Id - IIo))  =	  (t, (Id - IIo)Gt(Id - IIo)) 
(t, Gt - IIoGt - GtIIo + IIoGtIIo) 
is Cl and hence Gt  is Cl.  D 
PraofofTheorem 3.1.  Let (M, w)  be a 4-dimensional compact and connected symplectic man­
ifold  and T  a  maximal  toms in Ham(M,w).  Let (Jt,gd a smooth family  of w-compatible 
almost-Kahler metrics in AK! such that (Jo, go)  is an extremal Kahler metric. 
Following [36], we consider the almost-Kahler defonnations 
where f  belongs to the Fréchet space C!{?(M, lR)  of T-invariant smooth functions (with zero 
integral), which are L2-orthogonal, with respect to  ~2  ,  to tw  and where the 2-form 'l/Jj  is  given 
by Corollary 3.3. 
Let U  be  an  open  set in  lR  x  C:r(M, lR)  containing (0,0)  such  that  the  symmetric tensor 
9Ue,·) := wt,je, lt-) is a Riemannian metric. 
By possibly replacing U  with  a smaller open set,  we  may assume as  in  [36]  that the kernel 
of the  operator (Id - II~)  0  (Id - II~t,J)  is  equal to  the kernel  of (Id - II~t,J)'  Indeed, 
let  {Xl,'"  , Xn }  be a  basis  of t  =  Lie(T).  Then,  the  corresponding hamiltonians  with 
zero mean  value  {ç~,'  .. , ç~}  resp.  {ç~t,J"'"  Ct,J}'  with respect to  w  resp.  Wt,j,  form 
a  basis  of tw  resp.  twt,J'  Let  {~~;'"  )~~}  resp.  {~~t.f)'"  '~~t)  the  corresponding or­
thononnal basis  obtained by  the  Gram-Schmidt procedure.  Since det [(~~,  ~Lt,J )]  defines 46 
a continuous function on U,  then  we may suppose that det [(f,Z,;,  f,l,;t,J )]  i=  0 on an even­
tually smaller open set than U (here (-, .)  denotes the L
2  product with respect to  the volume 
w2  (  )  l.. form f). So, if u  E  keT  (1d - II~)  0  (Id - II~t)  then v  E  tw  Il  (twt,f)  9t,f,  where 
v  =  (1d - II~t)u.  But the hypothesis det [ (f,~,  f,l,;t,f )]  i=  0 implies that v=,O and  then 
keT((Id-II~)o(Id-II~  ))  =keT(Id-II~  ). t,f  t,f 
We then consider the map: 
\li  :  U  ---7  IR  x Cy(M, IR) 
(t,f)  (t,(Id-II~)o(Id-II~t)(s\7t,f)), f----t 
where s'ÇI t,f  is the zero integral part of the hermitian scalar curvature sÇI t,lof (Jt,9t,J)' 
It follows from Lemma 2.4 that \li (t, f)  =  (t, 0)  if and only if (1t, 9t,J)  is an extremal almost­
Kahler metric. In particular, \li (0, 0) = (0,0). 
Let CYt,J  = Jtdf - 89t 'l/Jj  = Jtdf - 89t «;t ((dJtdf)Jt,-) = Jtdf - 89t«;t(D~;~9tW),  where <Ct 
is the Green operator associated to the elliptic operator Pt  .:  [).Jt,- (M)  -----7  o.h-UvI). In order 
to extend the map \li to Sobolev spaces, we give an explicit expression of (Id - II~t,J)(sÇlt,I). 
A direct computation using (1.14) shows that 
(3.1) 
where Ft,J  =  log (~  ((1 + 9t (dCYt,J, w)) 2 + 1 - 9t (dCYt,J, dCYt,J )) ) satisfying the relation W;'j  = 
eFt,f w2. Then 
(Id - II~t)(s V"t,f)  =  tJ.9t,f Ft,J + 9t,J(pV"t, wt,j) - ~ (sV"t,f, f,l,;t,f)  f,Lt,J'  (3.2) 
j 
Let Wf,k be the completion of Cy(M, IR)  with respect to the Sobolev norm Il  .  IIp,k  involving 
derivatives up to order k.  We choose p, k such that pk  > 2n and the corresponding Sobolev 
space Wf,k c  Cf(M, IR)  so that ail coefficients are  C~(M, IR).  Since Wf,k form an algebra 
relative to  the standard multiplication of functions [3], we dedudce from the expression (3.2) 
that the extension of \li  to the Sobolev completion of Cy(M, IR)  is a map \lI(p,k)  : U c  IR X 
Wf,k+4  ---7 IR  X Wf,k. 47 
Clearly W(p,k)  is a Cl map (in a small enough open around (0, 0). Indeed, it is obtained by a 
composition of Cl maps by Lemma 3.4 and (3.2). 
As in [36]  and using Lemma 2.3, the differential of W(p,k)  at (0, 0)  is given by 
where h = 1t It=o gt· 
The operator L := ~I(o,o) given by L(f) =  -2090090 (D90 df)Jo,- is called the Lichnerowicz 
operator (see chapter 1). It is a 4-th order self-adjoint T-invariant elliptic linear operator leaving 
invariant (tw)l.  since LU) = a for  any f  E  tw.  By a  known  result of the elliptic theory 
[10,52], we obtain the L2-orthogonal splitting Cy(M,IR) =  ker(L)  E9 Im(L).  Following the 
argument in [6, Lemma 4], any f  E ker(L) gives rise to a Killing vector field in the centralizer 
of t =  Lie(T). By the maximality of the toms T, f  E tw.  It fol1ows  that L is an isomorphism 
of C:f(M, IR) 
The natural extension of L to Wf,k+4  is defined in the following way:  for a Cauchy sequence 
Un} which converges to  f  E Wf,k+4,  we define L(f) := lim L(fn) (it is easily seen that the 
limit exists and is  independent of the choice of the sequence since L is continuous).  Then, L 
is  also an isomorphism from Wf,k+4  to  Wf,k.  Indeed, Wf,k+4  ç  Wf,k and L is surjective. 
More explicitely, for any given f  E  Wf,k, there exist a Cauchy sequence Un}  E Cy(M, IR) 
which converges to f.  Then, there exist a sequence {gn}  E Cy(M, IR)  such that L(gn)  =  fn' 
Using the Sobolev estimates for an elliptic operator (with zero kernel) [10, 52],  we have the 
fol1owing  inequality  Iign - gmllp,k+4  ~  c IIL(gn  - gm)llp,k  =  C Ilfn - fmllp,k,  where c is 
a constant and  Il  ·11  p,k  is  the Sobolev norm.  So  {gn}  is  also  a  Cauchy sequence and  thus 
L(g) := lim L(gn)  =  lim fn  =  f. 
Thus, T(o,ü) W(P,k)  is an isomorphism from IRE9Wf,k+4 to IRE9Wf,k.  In fact, if (T(o,ü) W(p,k))  (t, f) = 
aE9 a then L(f) =  a which means that f  E  tw  but Wf,k+4  is  the completion of Cy(M, IR) 
so f  ==  O.  This proves the injectivity of T(o,o) W(p,k).  Now,  in order to  show the surjectivity 
of T(o,o) W(p,k),  we have to solve the equation (T(0,0) W(p,k))  (t, f) =  (to,  fo).  We thus obtain 
. - k 
t = to  and L(f) =  fo + to090 Jo090 J.  Since, the r.h.s of the latter equation belongs to Wf' 48 
and L is  an isomorphism from  W~,k+4  to  W~'\  we have a solution and thus T(o,ü) W(p,k)  is  an 
isomorphism. 
It follows from the inverse function theorem for Banach manifolds that W(p,k)  determines an 
isomorphism from an  open neighbourhood V  of (0,0) to an open neighbourhood of (0,0). In 
particular,  there exists  J.L  >  0 such that for \tl  <  J.L,  W(p,k)  (w(P,k)lvl(t,O))  =  (t,O).  By 
- k+4  ~ 
Sobolev embedding, we can choose a k large enough, such that W~'  C  C~U\1, IR).  Thus, 
for Itl < J.L,  (Jt ,9w (p,k) 1;.:;1 (t,O))  is an extremal almost-Ka:hler metric ofregularity at least C4 (so 
we ensure, in this case, that 9TadwS\7 t,f is of regularity Cl). 
The extremal vector field  Z~,f  =  zZ;  is  smooth for any almost-Kahler metric (Jt, 9t,j).  In 
particular, for an extremal almost-Ka:hler metric (Jt, 9t,f) of regularity C4, the dual ds\7t,l of 
zZ; with respect to Wt,f is of regularity C4, then the hermitian scalar curvature s\7t,f of (Jt , 9t,f) 
is of regularity C5. From (3.1), it follows that the hermitian scalar curvature is given by the pair 
of equations 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
From (3.3), using the ellipticity [10] of the (Riemannian) Laplacian ~9t,J  and since the l.h.s of 
(3.3)  is  of HCilder class C3,f3  for any  (3  E  (0,1), it follows that u  is  of class C5,f3.  Following 
[17, 51J, the linearisation of the equation (3.4) (w + do:) f\ da = 0 together with the constraints 
09t a = 0 and (da)k- = 0 form a linear elliptic system in a.  Elliptic theory [4,  10] ensures 
that the almost-Kahler metric 9t,f is  of class C5"B  as  the volume form and we can prove that 
any extremal almost-Ka:hler metric of regularity C4  is  smooth by a bootstraping argument (in 
the Kahler case see [36]). 
We  obtain then a smooth family  of T-invariant extremal almost-Ka:hler structures  (Jt, Wt 
W + do:t ) defined for Itl < J.L.  The main theorem follows from the Moser Lemma [40J. D Chapter IV 
FURTHER DIRECTIONS 
4.1  Uniqueness of extremal almost-Kahler metrics in the toric case 
Let (M, w)  be a compact symplectic 2n-manifold equipped with an effective hamiltonian action 
of an n-dimensional toms T. Let Z  :  M  ~  6. c  t* be the moment map, where 6.  is a convex 
polytope in t* the dual of t =  Lie(T) (see [13]).  Denote by u  =  {Ul, ... ,Ud}  the normals to 
the polytope.  Using the same notations as  in chapter 2,  any w-compatible T-invariant almost­
Kahler metric has the expression 
n n 
9 = L  (Cij(z)dzi  &,> dZj +Hij(Z)dti &,> dtj +Pij (z)dziodtj) and w = L dZi 1\ dti  (4.1) 
i,j=l  i=! 
on the dense open set M =  jL-l(l) where the toms action is  free (l is  the interior of 6.). 
Here Zi  is  the momentum corrdinate and ti  is  an  angle coordinate introduced with respect to 
the canonical Kahler stmcuture on (M, w)  [28]. The matrices C and H are symmetric positive 
definite which satisfy the compatibility condition CH - p 2 = Id and HP = tpH (where tp 
denote the transpose of P). 
Now,  we recall the boundary conditions obtained in  [7,  Proposition  1]  in  the case when the 
(lagrangian) g-orthogonal distribution to the T-orbits is involutive. This is the case when P  = 0 
i.e. 
n n 
9 = L  (Cij(z)dzi &,>  dZj + Hij(Z)dti ® dtj) and w = L dZi  1\ dti.  (4.2) 
i,j=l  i=l 
Proposition 4.1  A symmetric positive definite-valuedfunction H on l.  comesfrom aT-invariant 
w-compatible almost-Kahler metric ofthe form (4.2) ifand only if 50 
1.	  Hij (z) are the restrictions ofsmooth functions on 6.. 
2.	  For any point p on any codimension one face Fi with inward normal Ui,  we have 
where Oij  is the Kronecker function. 
3.	  For any point p in the interior ofa face F,  HpC, .)  is a positive definite bilinearform on 
]Rn j Span{Uil' ... ,Uik}' where Uil' ... ,Uik are the inward normals to the al! codimen­
sion one faces containing F. 
4.1.1  Action of the Hamiltonian group 
Following [14,16], at each point, there is  a correspondance between between the space AKE 
of w-compatible T-invariant almost-Kahler metrics and the Siegel upper half space which is 
the  space  of complex symmetric matrices  with  positive  definite  imaginary  part.  More ex­
plicitely, we identify (J, g)  E  AKE of the form (4.1) with Z  = - H-ltp - RH-l .  So, 
elements of AKE are represented by maps from the iriterior of the polytope to the Siegel upper 
half space.  Moreover, the Siegel upper half space is  diffeomorphic to the homogeneous space 
Sp(2n)jU(n) which has a Kahler structure [46]. 
We  consider the  action of elements of Ham(M,w) on AKE which commute with T.  These 
elements can be  identified with real-valued function f  =  f (z).  The action of a function f 
on a point is  given by  (z, t)  (z, t + grad j).  The expression t + grad f  has a sens since  f---+ 
at  a  point p,  t(p)  E  t  ê:::  ]Rn  and (gradj)p  E  ]Rn.  This induces an action on  AKE given 
by Z  Z + Hess f, where Hess f  =  (i)~:Jti)'  Furthremore, we can consider the formai  f---+ 
complexification  of this  action  mapping Z  Z + Hess F,  where  F  =  f  + Rh  is  a  f---+ 
complex-valu d function.  We  remark here that this comp!exified action is  lo~al:  th  co  'Liot 
that the imiginary part is  positive definite could be violated. 51 
4.1.2  The extremal problem 
Recall that the hermitian scalar curvature s\7  of an w-compatible almost-Kahler metric of the 
form (4.1) is  given by (see (2.16)) 
\7  ~  [PHij
 
S  = - ~ azàz'
 
..  t)
t,) 
The extremal affine function  ((6,u)  is  the  L2-projection of the  hermtian scalar of s\7  of an 
almost-Kahler  metric  (I, g)  to  the  finite  dimensional space of affine  tinear function  on  b.. 
Then, the extremal affine function  ((6,u)  is  independant of (I, g)  and  is detennined only by 
the polytope. Indeed, choosing a basis {el, ... ,en} of t = Lie(T) gives a basis {zo  = 1, Zl  = 
(el,') ,"  . ,Zn  =  (en,')} of affine linear functions. Then, the extremal affine function is given 
by ((6,u)  =  l:~o (iZi, where ((0, ... ,(n) is the unique solution of the linear system of n + 1 
equations 
n
L Aij(j = Bi,  i = 0, ... ,n,  (4.3) 
j=o 
where A ij = 16 zizjdv and Bi = 2 la6 Zidl/; here dv = dZ l  1\ .. . 1\  dZn  and dl/ is defined by 
the equality Uj  1\  dl/ =  -dv on any codimension one face with inward nonnal Uj.  In fact, the 
system (4.3) is just given by the equations 16 ((6,u) zdv = 16 S \7 Zidv.  Indeed, integrating by 
part and using the boundary condition 16 s\7 Zidv =  2 l  6  Zidf.". a
We define the relative Futakifunctional over functions on b. by 
.cU) =  r  fdl/ - ~  r  f((6,u)dv.  .  Jal'.  2 J6 
By defintion of ((6,u)' .cU) = ° for any affine linear function f. 
Problem:  (for more details see [6,  14,  16,37]) Given a polytope (b., u), is there an almost­
Kahler metric (I, g)  (or a symmetric positive definite-valued function H) such that 
In [16], Donaldson daims the following conjecture: 52 
Conjecture 1  Let (6., u) be a polytope.  There exist a solution to the extremal problem if  and 
only ifL(f) ~  0 for any piecewise linear eonvex Junetion f on 6. and is  equal to  zero if  and 
only iff is an affine linear funetion. 
Donaldson proved  this conjecture for n  =  2 (polygons) when  ((~,u)  is  constant (using the 
continuity method).  Moreover, Zhou-Zhu [53]  proved that the existence of a solution of the 
extremal problem implies L(f)  ~  0 for any piecewise linear convex function f  on 6.  and is 
zero if and only if f is an affine linear function. 
4.1.3  Uniqueness of the extremal almost-Kiihler metric 
In the integrable case, Guan [27] showed the uniqueness, up to automorphisms, of compatible 
extremal Kahler toric metrics on a compact symplectic manifold.  In  this section, we show the 
following 
Proposition 4.2  There  exists a  unique extremal w-eompatible T -invariant extremal almost­
Kahler torie  metrie,  up  to  the  action of of elements of H am(M, w)  eommuting  with T,  in 
the orbit ofthe 'eomplexified' action ofelements ofHam(M,w) eommuting with T. 
Proof. We  fix  an initial  almost-Kahler metric (JO,90)  E  AKZ.  We consider the following 
Mabuehifunetional on the orbit of (Jo, 90)  under the 'formaI complexified' action of elements 
Ham(M,w) commuting with T: 
L M(H) ;= Jvl(h) =  2L(h) - 10gdetH-ldv, 
where H is associated with the almost-Kahler metric (J, 9) in the orbit of (Jo, 90), so - H-l  = 
-HO
l + Hessh. 
Now,  suppose  hat Ho  1  Hl are associated with two extr  nal almost-Kiihler metrics in  the 
same formai complexified orbit so -H1
1  = -HO
l + Hess h.  We consider the path H - =  t 
HO
l - tHess h.  Using the identity d(log det A) =  tr(A-1dA) for any matrix A, we compute 
l - -
53 
l l where ilt  =  ft Ht- . Integrating by part and using the boundary condition, we have 
This implies that (dM)Ho  = (dM)Hl = 0 since Ho  and Hl represent extremal almost-Kiihler 
metrics. Now, 
d  .  1 
dt ((dM)Ht  (Ht- ))
-i tr(ilt  0  Hess h)dv 
i tr(Ht 0  Hess ho Ht 0  Hess h,)dv 
The matrix Ht is positive definite and the matrix Hess h is symmetric.  This implies that the 
product Ht 0  Hess h is diagonalizable, so tr(Ht 0  Hess ho Ht  0  Hess h)  ;:?  O.  Hence, M  is 
convex along the path Ht, so ~M(Ht) = 0 since (dM)Ho = (dM)Hl = O.  We deduce that 
Ht 0  Hess h = O.  But Ht is  positive definite, so Hess h = 0 and thus Ho = Hl,  D 
4.1.4  Stability of toric extrema) metrics 
We can look for an  analogue of Theorem 3.1  in  the toric case.  Indeed, Suppose that Ht  is  a 
path of positive definite matrix representing smooth w-compatible T-invariant almost-Kahler 
metrics such that Ho  represents an  extremal almost-Kahler metric .  We  can wonder if there 
exist a family of functions ht such that H t  =  (Ht- l + Hess ht)-l represent w-compatible 
T-invariant extremal almost-Kiihler metrics. This is a question we plan to investigate in  a near 
future. 
4.2  Stability under deformations of Hermtian-Einstein metrics. 
Let (M, w)  be a compact symplectic manifold of dimension 2n =  4 and T  a maximal toms in 
Ham(M, w).  Denote by tw  C C
OO O\!!) the finite dimensional space of smooth functions which 
are hamiltonians with zero mean  value of elements of t =  Lie(T).  To state an  analogue of 
Theorem 3.1  when the metric at time zero is Hermitian-Einstein with negative hermitian scalar 
curvature, we consider, for an w-compatible almost-Kiihler'metric (J, g), the differential linear 54 
operator 
Q : nJ'-(M)  nJ'-(M) --7 
'ljJ  (d5 c'ljJ) J,- ,  f--7 
where n J,-01;1)  is the  space of smooth sections of the bundle AJ'-(M) of J-anti-invariant 
2-forms and 5c is the twisted codifferential with respect to J. 
The operator Q is elliptic.  Indeed, the principal symbol is given by 
a(Q)f,('ljJ)  =  2
1 
(-ç /\  J~f,(J'ljJ)  - Jç /\  ~f,(J'ljJ)), 
Vç  E  T;(M),'ljJ  E  0,1'-(M), where  ~f,  denotes the contraction by ç. If we consider a basis 
{<p  =  el /\ e2 - Jel /\ Je2,  J<p  =  el /\ Je2 + Jel/\ e2} of nt,- (M), where {el, e2, Jel, J e2} 
is an orthonormal basis ofT;(M), then a direct computation shows that a(Q)f,(<p)  =  ~  lçl2 <p 
and a(Q)f,(J<p)  = ~  lçl2 J<p.  Note that Q is is  not self-adjoint. However, since (Q(<p), 'ljJ) L2  = 
- (<p, Q('ljJ)) L2, one can instead consider the self-adjoint operator _Q2. 
Let (lt, gt)  E AK;;; be a smooth path of w-compatible T-invariant almost-Kahler metries such 
that (Jo, go)  is Herrnitian-Einstein and we consider the familty of operators Qt  : nJt ,-(M)  --7 
nJ"-(M) associated to (Jt,gt). Suppose that Ker(Qt) = Ker(Q;) = 0 for Itl  < c.  By elliptic 
theory  [33,  34],  it  is enough to  assume that Ker(Qo)  =  O.  Then,  for  any smooth function 
f, one can find  (for Itl  <  c)  a smooth Jranti-invariant 2-form 'ljJ{  such that (dJtdf).lt.- = 
(d5f'ljJf) J,,-, where of  is the twisted codifferential with respect to lt.  Now,  we consider the 
almost-K1ihler deformations wt,j = w+d (Jtdf - 5f'ljJf) "We assume furthermore that the map 
(t, 1)  f--7  'ljJ(t, 1) := 'ljJ{  is Cl. For this to hold, one need to establish an analogue of Lemma 3.4. 
The linearisation of the  reduced herrnitian scalar curvature is just an  operator which depends 
only on f. More explicitely, 
d(.ld-rI1  )(sVt,J)  V 
L(f) "=  W',J  =  -(~gO)2f  ~~gOf 1  " af  (o,f)  " +  2 ' 
where ~gO  is the Riemannian Laplacian with respect to  the metric go  and sV is  the hermitian 
scalar curvature of (JolgO).  Moreover, the operator Lis self-adjoint elliptic leaving invariant 
(tw).l  since LU)  = 0 for  any  f  E  tw.  Indeed,  if X  =  Jgradf is  a hamiltonian Killing 55 
vector field, then by Lemma 1.9, the function f verifies - ~d.6.90 f  =  Pv (X, .).  As the almost­
Kahler metric (.1o,go)  is  Hermitian-Einstein,  -~d.6.9°f  =  s; w(X,·)  =  _s; df and  hence 
(.6.90 )2 f  =  S; .6.90f. We deduce that (Id - II~)L(j)  =  L(j). 
Furthermore,  the operator L  is  an  isomorphism of (tw)J..  if sV  ~  O.  Indeed,  suppose that 
LU) =  _(.6.90 )2f + s; .6.90 f  =  0,  then .6.9°(.6.9°1)  =  S; .6.90 j. By hypothesis sV  ~  0, it 
implies that .6.90 f  = °so f  == °if we consider functions we zero mean value. 
Thus, modulo the regulari ty of 'ljJ{, and assuming the vanishing of dim Ker (Qo), we expect the 
stability theorem will hold starting with a not necessary integrable Hermitian-Einstein almost­
Kahler metric. 
4.3  Further remarks and questions 
(1) In [16], it is  shown that in the toric case the existence of an extremal almost-Kahler metric 
is closely related (and conjecturally equivalent) to the existence of an extremal Kahler metric; 
this was further generalized to certain toric bundles in [6].  It will be interesting to establish a 
similar link in general, assuming that there are integrable complex structures in AKZ. 
(2) A well-know result of Calabi [12] states that any extremal Kahler metric (w, g)  on a com­
pact complex manifold (M, J) is invariant under a maximal connected compact subgroup G of 
Auto(M, J) n Ham(M, w).  It will be desirable ta know whether or not such a G (or a maximal 
torus in it) is also maximal as a compact subgroup ofHam(M,w)? More generally, one wouId 
like to know whether or not an extremal almost-Kahler metric is necessarily invariant under a 
maximal torus in Ham(M,w)? 
(3) It would be interesting to know how does the extremal vector field zZ, which we introduced 
as an invariant of a maximal torus T  in Ham(M, w), characterize this torus up to congugacy in 
Symp( M, w) or Ham(M, w); elaborating on the theory appearing in recent works [2, 30] would 
be an appealing direction of further investigation. BIBLIOGRAPHY
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Symbols  W 
*-Ricciform, 12  Weintzenbbck-Bochner formula, 8 
Weyl tensor, 8 
C  anti-selfdual, 13 
canonical hermitian connection, 9,  Il, 24, 31  selfdual, 13 
H 
hermitian Ricci form, 11 
hermitian scalar curvature, 22, 23, 30, 34, 35 
Hodge operator, 9, 12 
L 
Laplacian operator, 8 
Lefschetz condition, 20 
Liechnerowicz operator, 47 
M 
metric 
almost-Kahler,6 
Calabi extremal Kahler, 25 
extremal al most-Kahler, 23 
Hennitian-Einstein,29 
Kahler, 6, 25 
N 
Nijenhuis tensor, 6, 8 
p 
primitive p-forms, 7 
R 
rough Laplacian, 8 
T 
twisted exterior differential, 8 
v 
vector field 
extremal, 25-27 
hamiltonian Killing, 14,  19, 20, 24 
holomorphie, 13-17 
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